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Executive Summary 

Deliverable 1.3 presents user requirements identified in MIRROR, collaboratively developed 

and negotiated by the scientific and test-bed partners. It is the main outcome of T1.3 and 

presents the work conducted within the project to achieve Objective 1.3. 

The user requirements are presented in the form of storyboards. Storyboards are defined for 

each test-bed and describe situations that are relevant from a user perspective as well as 

innovative from a technological perspective.  

Storyboards have been chosen as a requirement representation form, first because of their 

capability for promoting cooperation and creativity during the requirement elicitation phase 

and second because they can serve as a resource for development (e.g. by being „live 

documents‟) in the remaining time of the project without imposing unnecessary constraints.  

Storyboards have been developed through a structured process that has progressively 

moved from unstructured user needs and technical ideas to a series of relevant storyboards. 

The process has combined multiple steps to promote creativity, at the same time making 

sure that for all the test-beds the important needs are identified, also taking into account the 

research objectives identified in MIRROR. This has been achieved through different 

brainstorming sessions, creativity workshops, computer-supported idea generation activities, 

and template-based refinement of storyboards. These activities have involved in various 

ways all the partners and have been truly cooperative, though the ownership of the 

storyboards has been kept all the time with the test-beds to assure relevance. The adoption 

of a highly iterative and cooperative process has ensured that the refinement of the 

storyboards was done taking into account the progress in the different strands of activities in 

the project: the refinement of theoretical concepts through extensive analysis of the 

theoretical background; the improved understanding of user needs gained through the user 

studies; the improved understanding of the space of possibilities offered by technology 

through design studies and analysis of the state of the art.  

As a result, the storyboards represent a short-list of requirements because they have been 

distilled from many intermediate ideas and designed by test-beds and technical partners 

together for representing relevant occurrences of reflection supported by MIRROR Apps (to-

be situations). Storyboards contain user requirements, in terms of services to final users, 

system requirements (availability, recoverability, etc.), and stumbling blocks, i.e. specific 

conditions that might cause problems for adoption. When necessary, these requirements 

have been and will be detailed further within the individual WPs, also using if needed other 

formats, e.g. UML (Unified Modelling Language) diagrams, leading to the implementation of 

specific applications. 

The identified storyboards capture a multi-faceted set of situations, illustrating how reflection 

can be fostered through different MIRROR Apps. The identified applications describe how 

different aspects of reflective learning can be supported. The storyboards show how 

MIRROR Apps are used to collect different types of data that can trigger and feed learners‟ 

reflection on their own experience. MIRROR Apps help learners reflect on experiences by 

use of various representations and features for exploring them, e.g. by supporting 

chronological walkthroughs of actions performed in real life or within a serious game, 

searches for relevant problem-solution patterns from a knowledge repository, or the adding 

of tags and annotations to text or video clips. MIRROR Apps help learners use their 

experience to construct new knowledge, individually or collaboratively, for their own use and 

to share with others. In some cases, storyboards address reflection at a specific level, while 
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in other cases they illustrate the complex interweaving of individual, collaborative, and 

organizational learning. MIRROR Apps help employees relate their experiences to time, 

space, work processes and objectives, e.g. related to performance assessment. MIRROR 

Apps also help management in the organizations get relevant data about work processes 

based on the experience, performance and input of employees, as a basis for making 

decisions about changes to the work processes. Overall, it is the individual and collaborative 

levels of learning that are the main focus in the storyboards.  

With respect to specific technologies in the proposed solutions, handheld devices are often 

used to facilitate mobility in work and learning. In some cases adaptation to existing practices 

means other technologies fit better, such as digital pens when the existing information 

infrastructure is largely paper based, or large screens or surfaces to support sharing and 

collaborative knowledge construction. 

In sum, the MIRROR storyboards capture commonalities across test-beds (e.g. with respect 

to particular reflection challenges and suitable technologies, see Chapter 4) as well as 

specific needs, fully exploiting the diversity of MIRROR test-beds to shed light on computer 

supported reflective learning and its challenges. 

The MIRROR storyboards will be further used: 

- In WP1 to refine the model of computer supported reflection and to inform the evaluation 

methodology  

- As input for defining the MIRROR Apps to develop during Year 2 in WP 3-8. Each of 

these WPs will agree with test-beds on the Apps they develop. In case of conflicts, 

project management (WP 12) will moderate the agreement process. 

- In WP3-8 as input for refining the design and development process, including the 

identification of system requirements for the MIRROR Apps. In the individual WPs 

storyboards might evolve to address specific concerns more in detail, but the ones 

presented in this deliverable constitute a common ground for the project to build on. 

- In WP10 to start the planning of the demonstration of MIRROR solutions, and to inform 

the evaluation which will later provide input to the continued development of the MIRROR 

requirements 

The storyboards in this deliverable describe a rich set of MIRROR Apps that largely cover the 

design space of MIRROR. As such, they can be used to start development. In addition, we 

expect them to represent an important working tool for the remaining time of the project.  
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1 Introduction  

This deliverable reports on the work done in MIRROR to meet Objective 1.3: 

To identify requirements for MIRROR Apps considering both technological innovation and 

user needs and aspirations.  

The work has been conducted in Task 1.3, described in the MIRROR Description of Work 

(DoW) as following: 

The results from the user studies will be summarized into scenarios and personas that will be 
made available within the consortium. Collaboration around these artifacts will be promoted 
to generate new ideas. In order to creatively design with users the TO_BE situation, the task 
will also adopt different methods to help users envisioning new scenarios enabled by 
MIRROR Apps. Stable requirements and design ideas will be applied to generate a series of 
MIRROR storyboards and more formal use case specifications that describe and 
communicate new MIRROR behaviours, features and qualities to designers and other project 
stakeholders. These use case specifications of future system behaviour will be compared 
with descriptions of current reflective learning activities in test-bed partners to explore the 
potential impact of MIRROR.  

This deliverable summarizes the results of the work and the process that have been defined 

to meet Objective 1.3, considering risks and strengths associated with the project context. 

Requirement elicitation in MIRROR draws on a set of very different cases provided by a set 

of application and test-bed partners. This represents a unique opportunity to understand 

reflective learning and its support under very varied conditions. However, it also represents a 

challenge. On one side, through different test-beds we have rich resources for creating 

insight on needs for reflective learning solutions in real-life workplaces. This helps us 

produce knowledge about case-specific needs while also identifying more general needs or 

patterns that can help us see where solutions to support reflective learning apply across and 

beyond the specific cases. Technical partners with different research foci ensure that we 

cover a range of perspectives on workplace reflection and solutions to aid this reflection. On 

the other side, given the diversity of test-beds, scientific perspectives and technological 

solutions there is a risk of divergence. Therefore, the core standpoint of the requirement 

process has been to consider test-bed partners and technical partners as equal 

stakeholders, letting requirements emerge from their collaboration.  

In order to promote creativity and collaboration across partners with different backgrounds 

the requirement process has been carefully designed.  

First, the identification of requirements has been approached by representing user 

requirements in a set of storyboards originating in collaboration between test-bed partners 

and technical partners. Storyboards outline stories in the test-beds in which MIRROR Apps 

are used to achieve reflective learning on an individual, team and/or organizational level. 

Specific requirements and assumptions are provided for the parts of the stories where 

MIRROR Apps are used. With the MIRROR storyboards we are not seeking to produce a 

single, consistent requirements specification, but rather to give voice to multiple 

perspectives, identifying test-bed specific as well as overlapping requirements. This rich 

representation, capturing synergies and sometimes idiosyncrasies among test-beds and 

technical possibilities, allows the creation of a solid foundation for the theoretical and 

technical work to be performed in MIRROR. 
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Second, the requirement process has been designed to be highly iterative and cooperative, 

including phases of divergent thinking and of harmonization of perspectives. The creation of 

the storyboards started with creativity workshops in autumn 2010 and proceeded iteratively 

with more structured refinement of the requirements throughout MIRRROR year 1. Test-bed 

ownership of the storyboards ensures grounding in real-life needs and a development of 

requirements that does not become overly technology driven. At the same time, the 

knowledge and interests of the technical partners in specific technologies is essential to the 

generation of creative solutions to support reflection in the test-beds, so they have been 

involved from the start in the iterative development of the requirements1.  

Finally, in order to ensure the consistency among the work done in relation to the individual 

test-beds, it is important to ground the requirements process in a shared understanding of 

reflective learning. Therefore, the requirement process has been aligned from the beginning 

with the theoretical and conceptual effort that has taken place in MIRROR in the first year 

(see White Paper included as Appendix B). Basic to the MIRROR understanding of reflective 

learning is that the reflective process entails re-evaluating experience and leads to an 

outcome (Boud 1985). MIRROR is addressing learning on different levels: the individual, the 

collaborative and the organizational. It is thus essential that the MIRROR requirements 

actively relate to how these three levels of learning are supported. Data gathered by tools 

have a potential to support reflective learning, as outlined e.g. in the DoW and the model 

presented (Krogstie 2009). Tools can play a role in supporting reflective learning in different 

ways, e.g. by gathering and presenting data that can help a learner make sense of their work 

experience. To assure theoretical alignment, reflection sessions have served as a unit of 

analysis in the identification and representation of user requirements. Also, a theoretically 

informed template (see Appendices B and C) was provided to structure the storyboards, 

rather than a purely textual description.  

The deliverable is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the MIRROR requirements 

process with its steps and outcomes. Chapter 3 presents a summary of the MIRROR 

storyboards, linking them to the user and design studies by outlining how the storyboards 

address needs identified in these studies. Chapter 4 takes an overview perspective of the 

storyboards across the test-beds, outlining implications for design and research in MIRROR. 

Chapter 5 provides a summary and conclusions. 

Whereas the main part of the deliverable is organized to be self-contained and to provide the 

core information about the requirement elicitation process and the results, more detailed 

information is available in the appendices. In particular, Appendix A contains the MIRROR 

storyboards in their full versions, converted from their original Power-Point format. Appendix 

B contains the theory White Paper which has also been integrated in the deliverables D(3-

8).1. Appendix C is the template and instructions used in the project for collecting 

requirements by aid of storyboards. Appendix D contains a set of tables summarizing 

information about the reflection in the storyboards, and Appendix E contains a set of tables 

outlining various roles of tools in the storyboards.  Appendix F presents findings from the 

design studies (drawn from D(3-7).1) relevant to the MIRROR requirements. Appendix G 

shows the test-bed posters from the 1st MIRROR review.  

                                                
1
 Whereas BT are not participants in Task 1.3 according to the DoW, they have taken part in the 

development of storyboards and accordingly are contributors to this deliverable. 
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2 The MIRROR requirements process 

In this chapter we outline the MIRROR requirements process.  

We start by providing a short rationale for our main approach, in particular the use of 

storyboards as a core artifact in the requirements process. We next give an overview of the 

steps in the requirements process, and then address the connection between the user 

studies and requirements processes. Finally we present the main outcomes of the 

requirements process. 

2.1 The MIRROR requirements approach  

In a development project, the collection of requirements, i.e. requirements engineering, is a 

collaborative and creative process of constructing requirements, based primarily on the 

needs and domain knowledge of the users, but also on the potential that lies in various 

technologies and the capabilities of users and developers to see how the technologies can 

be creatively applied in the domain. Core activities in a process of requirements engineering 

are eliciting requirements, modelling and analysing requirements, communicating 

requirements, agreeing requirements, and evolving requirements (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 

2000). User requirements describe functional and non-functional requirements “so that they 

are understandable by system users who don’t have detailed technical knowledge. They 

should only specify the external behaviour of the system and should avoid, as far as 

possible, system design characteristics. [] The user requirements must be written using 

natural language forms and simple intuitive diagrams.” (Sommerville 2001).  

To ensure the grounding of requirements in stakeholder needs, an acknowledged approach 

is to acquire the requirements with the stakeholders. This implies a focus on requirements 

based on linguistic expressions rather than formal specification and validation (Sutcliffe and 

Maiden 1993). The development of scenarios is acknowledged to be an effective element in 

the process of eliciting and expressing requirements. Scenarios are used both in business 

systems analysis and requirements engineering, and the most common form is examples or 

stories based on real world experience (Sutcliffe 2003). Walk-throughs of text-scenarios help 

people recognize what it is that a solution needs to handle (Zachos, Maiden and Tosar 

2005).  

To facilitate the development of scenarios or stories, it is useful to develop a set of personas. 

A persona is “an archetype of a fictional user representing a specific group of typical users” 

(Miller and Williams 2006). A persona has a hypothetical name and various characteristics 

allowing for a psychological identification which helps bringing about relevant aspects of a 

scenario, e.g. “What would Marco do now?”. 

With reference to the above research, and considering the nature of MIRROR and the stage 

of the project in which requirements are identified, a scenario-related representation for 

requirements was chosen in MIRROR. In MIRROR, requirements are formulated as stories 

from the workplace outlining where there is a need for learning and how it can be met by aid 

of a MIRROR solution. The development and refinement of such stories supports creativity 

and test-bed ownership to the requirements and helps the project avoid freezing the initial 

understanding of user needs into a long set of requirements quickly becoming obsolete. 

Furthermore, describing needs and solutions like this is a way of providing a connection and 

transition between the as-is-situation and the to-be situation, the stories allowing for 

(although not necessitating) an initial part outlining the as-is and following steps outlining the 

solution in the form of a to-be scenario. Yet another advantage of the storyboard 
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representation is that it can provide valuable insights on challenges and solutions even if it is 

not fully detailed, which might happen in the case of limited resources or late-breaking ideas.  

To draw the full benefits of this approach in MIRROR, storyboards have been applied as a 

core representation of user requirements, and structuring of the requirements has been done 

through direct refinement of the storyboards and their frames (see Section 2.4) rather than by 

applying use case descriptions and associated diagrams (e.g. as outlined in UML, the Unified 

Modeling Language (Rumbaugh et al. 1999)). 

In sum, the primary roles of the storyboards in MIRROR are to describe, organize, and 

prioritize requirements, and also providing a common ground between the partners and 

thereby improve communication and agreement. 

2.2 The main steps in the requirements process 

 In October 2010, two creativity workshops were conducted with the aim of starting the 

process of thinking more concretely of reflection needs and solutions in the test-beds. 

Before the creativity workshops, CITY in collaboration with the test-bed partners 

prepared context models for each application domain (see Figure 2). In the 

workshops various creativity techniques were applied to help the participants 

generate and select ideas combining needs and solutions. Selected ideas were 

connected in stories and represented as storyboards. During the weeks after the 

workshop, a virtual collaboration space, the Ideas room, was used to share ideas 

from the workshops as well as collect new ideas from the partners. A set of weekly 

tasks were provided to trigger the contributions. 

 In parallel, a set of reflection stories were generated. The need to generate these 

stories emerged at the first MIRROR General Assembly in November 2010 to focus 

theory-related discussions on the shared understanding of reflection. The work on the 

stories centred on applying concepts related to the model by Boud et al. to our real 

cases. The stories were a useful step on the way towards the design studies and the 

more structured storyboards but were not developed into coherent products, and they 

will not be presented in this deliverable. 

 The initial storyboards and reflection stories, together with user studies, informed the 

design studies; studies in which MIRROR solutions were tried out in the test-beds 

(approaches ranging from discussing ideas in focus groups to trying out working 

prototypes with potential users; see the DX.1s for the full account of these studies).  

 In February 2011 a set of guidelines and a template (see Appendix C) were provided 

to support the generation of a set of storyboards for each test-bed, with the objective 

of developing a set of prioritized and structured requirements. A prioritization of 

requirements was embedded into the process by requiring the selection of a set of 

storyboards for each test-bed based on relevance for the test-bed and technical 

innovation, resulting in a short-list of requirements for each test-bed.  

 The storyboards served as the basis for the development of a set of posters (see 

Appendix G) and demos presented at the 1st MIRROR Review on 31 August  and  1 

September 2011. 

 The requirements will evolve during the project, based on the formative evaluation 

(WP10). 
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2.3 The integration of the User Studies and Requirements processes 

In MIRROR, the User studies and Requirement collection processes have been conducted 

as two separate but integrated tasks (T1.2 and T1.3). Figure 1 illustrates how they are 

connected and feed into each other in MIRROR Year 1 and 2 (see the timeline at the bottom 

of the diagram). The rectangles represent key activities. The small circles indicate project 

deliverables presenting the results of these activities. A black arrow shows that there is 

impact/input from one activity/deliverable to another. 

 

Figure 1: The integration of the Requirements and User studies processes in MIRROR 

The diagram shows that the results of the creativity workshops (e.g. the storyboards and 

other ideas emerging in the workshops) informed the design studies, the development of 

reflection stories and the further refinement of the storyboards. The design studies were 

conducted taking into account what had been learned in the user studies, in particular the on-

site studies. Results from the user and design studies were presented in the deliverables 

D3.1, D4.1, D5.1, D6.1, D7.1 and D8.1 (from here on abbreviated to DX.1s). Both D1.2 (the 

report on user studies) and D1.3 – this deliverable - are based on results from the DX.1s. 

D1.2 additionally draws directly on user studies results whereas D1.3 gets its main input, the 

refined storyboards, from the storyboard refinement activity. 

What is not shown in the diagram in Figure 1 are two key mechanisms for achieving 

integration. First, the same people have been involved. User studies and design studies 

conducted in WP3-8 have been performed by researchers who have also contributed in the 

first creation and later iterative refinement of the MIRROR storyboards. This is how early 

discussions on needs and solutions described in the storyboards influenced the way the 

design studies were planned and conducted, and how empirical findings from the design and 

on-site user studies have fed into the process of finalizing the storyboards. 

Second, there is a common theoretical basis: T1.2 and T1.3 have been grounded in the 

theory discussions and conceptual alignment taking place in the project throughout Year 1, 

as manifest in the theory White Paper (Appendix B) which was also integrated into the 

deliverables DX.1.  
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2.4 Template-based refinement  

A first outcome of the requirements process was a set of context diagrams, one for each test 

bed. Context diagrams outline systems on four levels, forming a hierarchy of subsystems. 

The boundaries between the levels are defined in the following way. The inner ellipse forms 

the boundary of the computer system, in this case the MIRROR tools. The surrounding level 

is the system containing the actors/roles using the tools. The third level is formed by 

actors/roles who will indirectly be influenced by the use of the tools. Finally, the fourth level 

consists of actors/roles that provide constraints on the inner systems. In creating a diagram, 

the relevant actors/roles are identified and placed on the right level, and information flows 

between them are shown with arrows. The diagram for RNHA is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Context diagram for the RNHA test-bed 

Using the context diagrams as input, the creativity workshops produced one storyboard for 

each of the test-beds, integrating the most promising ideas from the workshop in one story. 

The storyboard for the NBN test-bed is shown in Figure 3. This storyboard provides a nice 

example of how simple sketching effectively helps convey the story. Elements of this 

storyboard have been kept as part of the structured NBN storyboards (Appendix A) 
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Figure 3: NBN storyboard resulting from the creativity workshop 

Though narratives like the one in Figure 3 are simple to use and understand for people with 

different backgrounds, it quickly became clear that there was a need to define a more 

structured format for the MIRROR user requirements in order to help to focus the process on 

important aspects of reflective learning and providing the right level of details. Also, a more 

structured representation of storyboards might help in comparing requirements across test-

beds.  

To have the necessary level of detail in the MIRROR storyboards we accordingly applied 

some categories based on key dimensions of our theoretical understanding of reflection (see 

Appendix B).  

The frames in which reflection takes place are considered as reflection sessions. For each 

reflection session the storyboard should provide details on: 

 the reflection process (being individual and/or collaborative). Classification of the 

process as individual and collaborative is relevant also where the frame describes 

work activities rather than reflection. 

 the scope/level of learning (e.g. is the reflection instrumental to work/learning on 

an individual, team and/or organizational/management level).This relates to the 

level of the reflection outcome (see Appendix B), as foreseen by the storyboard 

author.  
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 the content (e.g. whose experience is reflected upon? One‟s own, that of others, 

and/or more or less formally specified work processes or best practices?) 

Further, for each storyboard frame in which a MIRROR solution is applied, a list of 

requirements should be provided based on an acknowledged typology of requirements. 

Finally, to shed light on conditions that may end up as stumbling blocks for the solutions 

outlined in the scenarios/requirements, assumptions should be made explicit, e.g. “There is a 

WLAN”, “The staff have been allocated 10 minutes for note taking at the end of their lunch 

break”. 

A Power-Point template was provided to capture this information (see Appendix C). This is a 

well-known and available tool which means that the threshold for using it is generally low. 

The template contains an area for a high-level textual description (e.g. the slide itself) as well 

as an area for a more detailed description. Also there is a rich media area in which e.g. 

pictures from the web or from the test-bed can be placed. This is important because rich-

media representations provide other cues as well as pure text for helping people recognize 

requirements (Zachos, Maiden and Tosar 2005).The rich media area does not have any 

constraints and it can be used in any way it is considered appropriate to support the 

definition, refinement, and usage of the storyboard.  

In addition to the requirements template, an example template for describing personas has 

been provided, to encourage the use of personas in the process of developing the 

storyboards.  

To summarize about the role and structure of the storyboards in MIRROR, we include a 

simple model outlining the relationship between some key elements (see Figure 4). The 

diagram is based on an entity-relationship notation: entities are shown as rectangles, 

relationships as lines and attributes as ellipses. The diagram shows that each of the test-

beds has produced between 3 and 7 storyboards. Each storyboard has a number of frames, 

and every frame has a textual description and, where appropriate, rich media elements. A 

frame may represent a reflection session. For a reflection session, the following information 

may be specified: level(s) of learning, type(s) of reflection process, reflection contents, a set 

of user requirements (each of which is of a requirement type in our requirements typology) 

and a set of assumptions. 
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Figure 4: A model of key elements relating to the MIRROR storyboards 
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3 The MIRROR Storyboards 

This chapter gives an overview of the MIRROR storyboards. For each test-bed we start by 

providing a brief introduction that summarizes its needs in terms of reflective learning. More 

information about the test-beds is available in D1.2 and in deliverables DX.1 where the 

results of the user and design studies are discussed in more detail. The main aim of this 

introduction is to contextualize the storyboards. After the test-bed introduction, each 

storyboard is summarized. (Full versions of storyboards, including the associated persona 

descriptions, can be found in Appendix A.) 

Figure 5 shows an overview of all the storyboards with the names of the tools (MIRROR 

Apps) proposed as solutions in the stories. The figure is a snapshot from a GoogleDocs 

document with links to the storyboards. 

 

Figure 5: Overview of the MIRROR Storyboards and the MIRROR Apps used in the stories 

The MIRROR storyboards have been filled in at different levels of detail. All the stories 

outline the to-be situation in which MIRROR solutions help people address their work-related 

situation through reflection. Some of the storyboards have separate frames describing the 

as-is situation with the current challenges, while the following frames present solutions. In 

other storyboards the challenges are integrated in frames which also outline proposed 

solutions. 

Most of the test beds also developed a set of personas; the persona descriptions can be 

found in Appendix A and help shed light on the work and learning challenges in the test 

beds. While the personas have been important in informing the development of some of the 

storyboards (cf. for instance the RNHA case), they have overall not been systematically 

applied in the process of storyboard development in the project. In this chapter we have 

accordingly chosen to present the storyboards without reference to particular personas.  
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For each storyboard, we also present a simple analysis of the contents based on the detailed 

storyboard description (see Appendix A), presented in a small table.  

The table considers the categorizations of reflection sessions which link to concepts from the 

White Paper (see Appendix B). We outline whether the storyboard describes 

 individual and/or collaborative reflection processes  

 learning on the individual, team and/or organizational/management level, and 

 reflection on own experience, others‟ experience and/or best practices or formal work 

process specifications  

As we are interested in the reflection needs and solutions on the level of the whole story, the 

table is based on information aggregated across the frames of the storyboard. This means, 

for instance, that if there is individual reflection in at least one frame in the storyboard, the 

storyboard will be categorized as containing individual reflection.  

As part of this simple analysis we have considered possible cases of outlined solutions that 

in reality may cover more aspects of reflection than originally assumed (or considered as the 

main focus of the story), and cases of intended reflection support that may not be quite 

fulfilled by the outlined solutions.  

The information in these tables summarized across all storyboards can be found in Appendix 

D. 

3.1 The BT storyboards 

3.1.1 Reflective learning at BT 

BT has an extensive IT infrastructure. This implies that MIRROR solutions need to integrate 

closely with current technologies and practices of using them. BT already has in place 

advanced, often computer supported, processes of managing competence development and 

training, which means that employees‟ consciousness of the usefulness of new elements of 

learning support is strong. In BT1 Performance review the MIRROR solution is integrated 

into the existing practices by supporting individual reflection on performance with respect to 

the objectives set in a performance review. 

BT is characterized by the work largely being distributed. Technicians work at clients‟ sites 

and BT employees in general work in a nomadic manner. The sharing of ideas and 

knowledge in a distributed setting is addressed in BT2 New Idea.  

Meetings at BT are often virtual and rooms for collocated meetings are generally rented upon 

need (e.g. „war rooms‟ used in the preparation of a client offer). The potential to improve 

virtual meetings by supporting social awareness and reflection is addressed in BT3 Virtual 

Team Meeting. 

In BT4 Cultural Differences it is proposed to use a Challenging Behaviour App to help 

employees learn about handling cultural differences. This solution draws on the insights 

drawn from the user and design studies at RNHA related to challenging behaviour. 

BT has participated in the process of developing storyboards, e.g. in the initial creativity 

workshop as well as the following rounds of storyboard refinement. BT has however not been 

part of the MIRROR user studies, which means that the storyboards are not based on such 

studies.  
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3.1.2 BT1 Performance review 

 

The first BT story (BT1) is called Performance review and is about supporting the 

professional development of its employees. A service manager for example has objectives 

for their work set annually by their manager, and their professional development reviewed 

against these objectives by the manager each quarter. To track and trace their development, 

the employee makes notes by use of the Virtual Reflection Coach, which regularly prompts 

their note taking. The Virtual Reflection Coach is helping the employee to identify ways of 

improving their work by drawing on information from sources such as work-related moods 

and reflections captured from themselves and others in the organization in a reflection 

journal (part of the Mood map or virtual reflection coach), calendar input, and ideas from the 

Thought Well. The Virtual Reflection Coach analyses all data and identifies trends relevant 

to their objectives across these sources. 

The following table summarise the characteristics of the reflection and the use of reflection 

tools in BT1 Performance review: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x  x   x x  

Table 1: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in BT1 Performance review 

3.1.3 BT2: New Idea 

 

The second BT story (BT2) is called New idea. In this story a service manager is in a 

meeting with a customer, and a new idea regarding the recording of telepresence sessions 

comes up. To find out if anyone within the company has experience with this idea, the 

technician captures it with a description and keywords in a Thought Well. The Thought Well 

points the technician to a colleague who has been working on a similar idea in a slightly 

different domain in the organization. It also points him to related information in other 

domains, helping him to reflect, think in new ways and thus learn about the challenge at 

hand: how to enable the recording of telepresence sessions. 
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The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection and the use of reflection 

tools in BT2 New Idea: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x ? x ? ? x x  

Table 2: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in BT2 New Idea 

3.1.4 BT3: Virtual Team Meeting 

 

The third BT story (BT3) is called Virtual team meeting. In this story, the manager of a team 

is running a virtual team meeting. The team members are dispersed and they cannot have a 

collocated meeting. They have to run the meeting as a phone conference over the telephone 

network. The communication in the meeting is audio based. To get some nonverbal feedback 

in such meetings, the MoodMap App has been introduced. The team manager can use the 

App to prompt the participants for their moods at particular points in time, e.g. before and 

after the meeting. Moods can be shared anonymously if desired, and real time mood 

visualisation can be used to show the range and average mood of the meeting participants. 

The following table summarizes the characteristics of the reflection and the use of reflection 

tools in BT3 Virtual Meeting: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x x x x  

Table 3: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in BT3 Virtual Meeting 

3.1.5 BT4: Cultural differences (storyboard under development)  

 

BT are in the process of developing a fourth storyboard called Cultural differences.  

BT is a global working environment. The employees work in teams that can be dispersed 

over large distances. They are not always aware of the cultural differences and the impact of 

their actions, for example as service technicians. In the planned BT4, a Challenging 

Behaviour App enables employees to describe the challenge and present similar cases. In 
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that way reflection on one‟s own behaviour based on others behaviour and their responses is 

possible.  

3.2 The Infoman storyboards, summarized 

3.2.1 Reflective learning at Infoman 

Infoman is a technical company with an extensive IT infrastructure in place. This provides 

opportunities as well as constraints for MIRROR solutions. The staff are open to 

computerized solutions supporting their work, but new solutions have to fit the existing 

infrastructure, e.g. to avoid possible redundancy of information and documentation work (as 

pointed out by employees in a study presented in D6.1).  Due to the strong connection to 

Microsoft, Infoman would like their MIRROR solutions to be based on a Microsoft operating 

system, and they would also welcome an integration of solutions into Microsoft software (e.g. 

MS Office).  

From the user studies (D4.1) we know that Infoman employees regard reflection and learning 

from others as part of their work, and they engage in reflection mostly at work and on 

business travel. Furthermore, individual and organizational learning are closely linked, based 

on individuals‟ freedom to choose how to do their job. These concerns are embedded in IN4 

TimelineApp in which individual reflection takes place on board a train, based on the 

employee‟s own motivation to reflect on their professional development with respect to the 

work processes of the company. Similarly IN3 TaskDetection is based on the individual 

motivation to learn about one‟s use of time and improve one‟s efficiency at work. 

With regard to collaborative reflection, it was found (D6.1) that Infoman has a vast amount of 

data relevant for reflection. This includes data documenting client encounters and 

presentations, project planning documentation and meeting minutes. Existing collaborative 

reflection practices include going through presentation material from pitch meetings, which is 

the setting supported in IN1 HarvestingApp. The user studies identified a potential to provide 

further support for mobility in reflection and data access, and to strengthen collaborative 

reflection including the remote consultants. Knowledge sharing and access to data across 

the organization is a key point in IN2 DoWeKnow, whereas mobility in reflection is addressed 

in IN4 TimelineApp. 

3.2.2 IN1: Harvesting App 

 

The first Infoman story (IN1) is called Harvesting App. The story starts with two sales 

consultants in a pitch meeting where they present a potential customer with an offer for a 

project. To learn as much as possible about their own performance and the potential for 

improvement, one of the consultants is observing while the other is presenting. The meeting 

is video recorded and the observer is annotating the video. If recording had not been allowed 

they would have made a similar annotation to the Power-Point presentation. The observer is 

noting customer reactions as well as his own feelings about the events. In addition to 

annotating the video, the observer is making notes in the SeeMe-Editor, a modelling tool 

with which ideas for improvement of work processes can be noted. The video annotation and 

the SeeMe-Editor are integrated in the Harvesting App. Back on the consultancy company‟s 

premises the two consultants use the Harvesting App to review the meeting by going through 
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the annotated parts of the video, reflecting on what had gone well in the meeting and what 

could be improved. The Feedback App proposes to them another video with similar 

topic/annotations, and they have a look at this also. They select some parts of the video for 

further sharing with the rest of the sales team. The consultants also use the SeeMe Editor to 

examine the notes that were added during the meeting and reflect on them. In the next sales 

team meeting the team look at the selected video clips and discuss some critical points and 

alternative solutions. The reflections serve as training for the whole team, making the sales 

persons aware of Best Practices in pitch meetings and thereby making the meetings more 

successful.   

The following table summarizes the characteristics of reflection in IN1 Harvesting App: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x x x (x) x 

Table 4: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in IN1 Harvesting App 

3.2.3 IN2: DoWeKnow 

 

The second Infoman story (IN2) is called DoWeKnow. It starts with a sales consultant in a 

telephone conversation with potential customers. He gets a question asking whether the 

company can provide a particular feature in one of their products. The consultant does not 

know whether the developers are aware that there is a demand for such a feature, whether it 

is easy to include it in the upcoming version, or if other potential customers have been asking 

for it earlier. The consultant starts the DoWeKnow App, entering his questions and sending 

it to members of the development team (in this case he does not need to ask the system for 

a recommendation of experts), asking for feedback within 24 hours. The next day he gets the 

results in a graph. He learns that the feature is not planned yet, but that a lot of customers 

have asked for it earlier. The consultant decides to send the result to the development group 

to give it further attention, thus providing feedback that the development group can use to 

learn about the relevance of their work and adapt their planning. The results collected by the 

DoWeKnow App are also added to a knowledge base. Regularly, management is using use 

the DoWeKnow App to get statistics about which processes and process steps are 

addressed in many questions in the organization, which groups and persons are asked the 

most, which persons provide answers on which topics (e.g. who are the experts) and which 

questions stay unanswered (giving ideas on needs for training or discussion). Based on the 

statistics they reflect about the situation and take decisions on the training need (who should 

be offered which courses and content), process improvement for the process steps about 

which the employees have the most questions, and ideas for new product features. 
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The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in IN2 DoWeKnow: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x  (x) x  x  

Table 5: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in IN2 DoWeKnow 

3.2.4 IN3: TaskDetection 

 

The third Infoman story (IN3) is called TaskDetection. In this story, a consultant reflects 

about his time which seems to fly during his work day. It seems that he might not be 

spending his time in accordance with his real priorities. At the same time he does not want to 

spend time on recording activities every five minutes, but would prefer a tool that could do 

this recording for him. A solution is implemented: the TaskDetector. The tool runs on the 

consultant‟s computer and detects tasks, assigning them to different categories 

automatically. In the evening, the consultant can look at the statistics for the day, or for the 

last week or month, to reflect on how he actually spends his time and how he should possibly 

change it. The consultant learns even more when the TaskDetector helps him overlay and 

compare his calendar with the actual tasks performed, so he can see the discrepancies. He 

reflects and considers measures that he can take to improve his time management. Finally, a 

while later, the consultant meets with his colleagues in a time management workshop. The 

colleagues compare their statistics and share and discuss their experiences, discussing the 

best practices in their work. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection IN3 TaskDetection: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x  x x (x) x 

Table 6: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in IN3 TaskDetection 

3.2.5 IN4: TimelineApp 

 

The fourth and final Infoman story (IN4) is called TimelineApp. This story starts with an 

employee in marketing who is sitting on the train reflecting on the projects she has been 

working on. She maps them onto the company‟s project map, seeing what parts she has 
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covered and gained experience from and what is missing, considering what she has 

achieved and what she wants to work on in the future. A TimelineApp is implemented to 

support this type of reflective learning and make it easier to extend it to collaborative 

reflection. With the TimelineApp, the employee, using her mobile phone, can see a 

visualization of her timeline, in which milestones are linked to a process model. She 

annotates the timeline milestones with documents (video, audio, docs, photos and 

emoticons) to document her experiences. The linking between documented experiences and 

the timeline visualizes correlations among events and trends that help her reflect and decide 

on possible actions. (For instance, when each project (e.g. organization of an event) starts 

fast but then slows down because she must wait for input from others, then maybe there is 

potential for improvement of collaboration or maybe, the process must be reversed. Or when 

each project starts with chaos and a feeling of confusion, then there is a need for help to set 

up projects more systematically.)  

Later, the employee discusses her timeline in a meeting with the team manager who on this 
occasion acts as a supervisor. The team manager has a timeline documenting her 
experiences of some of the same events. The two compare their experiences, manually 
comparing the timelines on their respective devices. The employee makes some additional 
notes to her timeline during the meeting, e.g. “I thought that I gave a good presentation, but 
my boss noted that most people did not listen.” The reflection leads to conclusions about 
further steps to take for the employee in her professional development, including training 
needs. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection IN4 TimelineApp: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x  x (x) x x (x) x 

Table 7: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in IN4 TimelineApp 

3.3 The NBN storyboards, summarized  

3.3.1 Addressing needs for reflective learning at NBN 

Current reflective learning at NBN generally happens as part of daily work, in patients‟ rooms 

or when people meet in the ward. There are also meetings (e.g. handover meetings) during 

which reflection happens. Triggers for reflection at NBN seem to be closely linked to the 

specific location (e.g. a patient‟s bed) and artifacts (e.g. treatment documentation) used, and 

artifacts are used to aid mutual re-assuring about work done. Some artifacts gather 

documentation from all professional groups, and in particular the patient „Curve‟ (a folder) is 

a good source of data for collaborative reflection (see user studies reported in D6.1). This is 

utilized in NB7 Daily Reflection Activities. The solution in this storyboard is based on digital 

pen and paper, a type of technology explored in a design study at the hospital (D6.1) and 

considered potentially useful by the staff.  

Nurses at NBN have to deal with complex situations, e.g. difficult conversations with patients 

and relatives. Reflecting on their work and sharing experiences with peers is an important 

part of this. The design study on the CLinIC serious game at NBN (see D7.1) demonstrated 

that and a serious game would be a way to address this need, enabling the experimenting 
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with different approaches. This type of solution is outlined in NB2 Patient/Relative 

Conversation. 

Meetings are found to be a situation where reflection could be better supported (see D6.1). 

This is reflected in several of the NBN storyboards, where meetings include appraisal 

interviews (NB1 Medical Specialist Training), follow-up workshops after the playing of a 

serious game (NB3-6), or informal meetings in the ward room (NB7 Daily Reflection 

Activities).  

The design studies at NBN included studies on the use of body sensors. It was found in the 

design studies (D3.1) that whereas there is interest among the medical staff in learning about 

their stress reactions, there are a number of challenges, e.g. relating to making the sensors 

fit physically, to collecting data of sufficient quality to support reflection, and to having all 

professions accept stress data as relevant input for learning at work. Accordingly, the current 

set of NBN storyboards does not contain solutions based on use of body sensors and 

measuring of stress. 

The solutions generally depend on a working intranet to be in place for use by MIRROR 

Apps. 

3.3.2 NB1: Medical specialist training 

 

The first NBN story (NB1) is called Medical specialist training. This story begins with an 

assistant physician in his annual appraisal interview, in which he has problems remembering 

the work tasks relevant to his specialist training education programme. Documenting these 

tasks in the daily work situation is paper based, very time consuming and often forgotten, 

and as a result the physician has not documented them well enough to support discussion 

and reflection. A solution is found: the physician gets a Mobile Capturing App with which he 

captures information about a task by a few clicks directly after treatment, including the 

scanning of a patient barcode (the Case Number). Also there is a Website Overview used 

by the medical director, training director and employees granted permission to get an 

overview of tasks performed by the assistant physicians and by the physicians themselves to 

track their progress and reflect on improvements. The Website Overview can be used with a 

large touch screen to support collaborative reflection and discussions in appraisal interviews.   

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection NB1 Medical specialist 

training: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x  x   x   

Table 8: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB1 Medical specialist training 
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3.3.3 NB2: Optimizing documentation 

 

The second NBN story (NB2) is Optimizing documentation. This story starts with a 

physician who, after making a diagnosis, has to document his work according to the Quality 

Management Handbook (QMH), which requires opening the electronic QMH, printing out 

documents, filling them in and then filing them. The doctor has been filling in some of the 

same data about the patient in another document earlier that day. Later, as a consequence 

of such challenges in the hospital, the Process App is used by the physicians for recording 

information (commenting and tagging) about their work processes. After a period of time a 

process manager takes a look at the collected information, noting that many process steps 

are tagged with „redundant work‟. This is the starting point for a review of all the 

documentation processes the hospital, followed by the roll out of improved forms of QMH. 

The Process App thus supports physicians‟ reflection on the efficiency of their work 

processes, and management‟s reflection on how the processes in the organization work and 

can be improved.  

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in NB2 Optimizing 

documentation: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x (x) x  x x (x) x 

Table 9: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB2 Optimizing documentation 

3.3.4 NB3: Training and Serious Games 2 Lessons Learned 

 

The third story (NB3) from NBN is called Training and Serious Games 2 Lessons 

Learned. After a critical incident, the focus groups (physicians, nurses and therapists) in the 

hospital have a meeting to see what could be learnt from the event. In the meeting they 

share stories and problems encountered in dealing with patients and their relatives, other 

employees and the insurance controller. The stroke unit team decides to implement a new 

process and review the procedures around critical incidents. As part of this, a Serious 

Games Training App is introduced to help the team and the organization share, reflect, and 

use the stories to improve the handling of situations. The game can be used both by 

individuals and teams (e.g. in training and debriefing), and complexity can be added to the 

game over time. 
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The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in NB3 Training and 

Serious Games 2 Lessons Learned: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

? x x x (x) x x (x) 

Table 10: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB3 Training and Serious Games 2 
Lessons Learned 

3.3.5 NB4: Complex Training & Serious Games 3 – Use of App Developments 

 

The fourth story (NB4), Complex Training & Serious Games 3 – Use of App 

Developments, is also addressing the need to practice and reflect on emergency scenarios 

for individual staff and managers. The solution presented is a Virtual Clinic/Emergency 

Room in which workers can test their knowledge about what to do in the context of a real 

time emergency scenario. Behind every door is a scenario or challenging dialogue taken 

from a repository of real life episodes. The virtual clinic can also be used by new employees 

to get to know the physical layout of the premises.  

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in NB4 Complex Training 

& Serious Games 3 – Use of App Developments: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x (x) 

Table 11: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB4 Complex Training & Serious 
Games 3 – Use of App Developments 

3.3.6 NB5: Patient/Relative Conversation 

 

The fifth story (NB5) is called Patient/Relative Conversation. The story is not developed in 

detail. The story relates to the issue of how staff should handle difficult conversation, starting 

from the assumption that to develop coping strategies it can be useful to document 
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conversations and reflect on them. The MIRROR solution offers space and functionality for 

documenting the contents of the conversation as well as mood and feelings associated with 

the conversation. If the individual wishes to share this information with colleagues it can be 

used for collaborative reflection. The tool CLinIC serious game is proposed as a solution, 

supporting staff individually and collaboratively in practicing and reflecting on communication 

with patients about topics known to be challenging (e.g. sensitive).  

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in NB5 Patient/Relative 

Conversation: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x (x) 

Table 12: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB5 Patient/Relative Conversation 

3.3.7 NB6: Follow Up Workshop for Serious Games 

 

The sixth story from NBN (NB6) is Follow Up Workshop for Serious Games. This can be 

linked to, or considered part of, the stories NB3, NB4 and NB5. The story starts after a 

serious game has been implemented and played for some time. The participants meet in a 

workshop to discuss the game and thus engage in collaborative reflection. Going through the 

game scene by scene they exchange experiences and make suggestions, digitally 

annotating image representations of the scenes and adding comments.  

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in NB6 Follow Up 

Workshop for Serious Games: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

 x (x) x  x x (x) 

Table 13: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB6 Follow Up Workshop for Serious 
Games 
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3.3.8 NB7: Daily reflection activities 

 

The final NBN story (NB7), Daily reflection activities, is addressing the needs and 

opportunities of physicians to learn by documenting their daily work. The scenario describes 

physicians who start their shift with a handover at the bedside of each patient, reading 

patient information from the current system to get an overview of changes during the night as 

well as associated comments from the night shift (nurses and physicians). A MIRROR 

solution is introduced to the physicians to improve efficient documenting and sharing: 

personalized documentation (plans and patient information) is written with Digital pen and 

paper by the physicians and the information is used to support the ward round and 

information sharing with other physicians and the assistant medical director via a tablet 

device. A long-term vision for this story is that the information also can be collaboratively 

viewed on a memo board (large screen) in the ward room. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in NB7 Daily reflection 

activities: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x   (x) x  

Table 14: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in NB7 Daily reflection activities 

3.4 The Regola storyboards, summarized   

The two first Regola stories take place in the context of Civil Protection in Torino. The third, 

fourth and fifth story address the reflection needs of volunteers at the medical emergency 

service 118 EMS. 

3.4.1 Reflective learning at the Civil Protection and 118 EMS (the Regola cases) 

From the on-site user studies at the Civil Protection in Torino (see D7.1) we know that the 

Civil Protection has to handle events where planning cannot be detailed and strict, and the 

resources have to be simple and flexible. The work is discontinuous, and the availability of 

volunteer personnel less stable and predictable than it would have been with professional 

employees.  It is difficult, but desirable, to achieve learning from experience across events 

among the volunteers. Some reflection and training (e.g. field trials) happen within the 

organizations associated with Civil Protection, but debriefings within Civil Protection are not 

frequently arranged. The information relevant to the management of events is related e.g. to 

place, space and development of phenomena over time (e.g. temperature, crowding, 

emotions), and it originates from a number of people in different roles (e.g. those managing 

the event as well as its participants).  
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At the Civil Protection, technology is used to support the work of observing events (to spot 

situations requiring some form of intervention) and coordinating the efforts of various 

personnel. Direct transmission from video cameras and radio connection among the 

personnel is used. In addition, the Civil Protection has equipment for recording what happens 

(e.g. the video), but this equipment is used mainly for management of the events and not for 

reflection. The storyboard RE 1 Event Civil Protection builds on this potential, showing how 

the collection and recording of various types of data during an event may help the Civil 

Protection improve reflection on an event.  

The sharing of experiences and improvement of methods for approaching events and 

disasters are important objectives for reflective learning at the Civil Protection. Another 

objective is to identify individuals who might not fit as volunteers in crisis situations. Both of 

these challenges are addressed in RE2 Challenging Driver Civil Protection. This storyboard 

further illustrates a third challenge that Civil Protection volunteers meet in their work: 

members of the public who behave in challenging ways, e.g. refusing to follow directions. 

The work of volunteers is also the focus of MIRROR in the 118 EMS case. Here, learning 

about particular types of situations and how to handle regular, difficult clients/patients is 

important to make the ambulance teams and the individuals in these teams perform in the 

best way possible. Capturing best practices and rehearsing them (e.g. by use of a serious 

game) is addressed in RE3 Leading Volunteer 118 EMS whereas RE4 Critical Incident 118 

EMS Serious Games App shows how a serious game may help prepare volunteers for 

critical missions.  

One additional challenge is the loss of experience as volunteers quit or as newer 

experiences are regarded as more relevant and interesting than older ones. From an 

organizational perspective, 118 EMS needs to improve its capability to capture experiences 

and improve sharing of knowledge. This challenge is addressed in RE5: Collecting and 

Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS. 

3.4.2 RE1: Event Civil Protection 

 

The first story (RE1) is called Event Civil Protection. In this story, two members of Civil 

Protection staff – volunteers - are attending a big, crowded event together with colleagues, 

monitoring the risky zones in accordance with a plan. Information is continuously exchanged 

among the staff. By use of different devices, information is sent to an Event System. This 

information includes text and pictures with associated captions and GPS locations of the 

volunteers (submitted to aid later debriefing). Also, the system captures data from 

environmental sensors, e.g. noise level sensors and camera feeds from mobile and static 

checkpoints. The day after, the two volunteers, being in charge of reflecting upon the event, 

go to the place of the event to go through relevant information. They use the Event App on a 

handheld device. One of the volunteers starts by navigating in the virtual space through 

Tweets that were sent by the staff as well as other Civil Protection members during the 

event. He decides to search for information related to the tag „Overcrowding‟ and gets 
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suggestions from the system about where in the space there is relevant information. Looking 

at this information, he retrieves some additional information from other sources (e.g. the 

cameras) to understand better what happened in a situation of overcrowding. He also uses 

the timeline on the screen to examine how the situation developed over time, looking into 

how people moved and where the people in charge of the relevant zone were located at the 

time. Finding an interesting tweet left by a participant of the event, he leaves a comment in 

order to make his colleague reflect on it. He also decides to rate it, assigning it four stars out 

of five. The volunteer has noticed some information that makes him think that a problematic 

situation happened due to variables not foreseen in the planning. He decides to share a 

snapshot of the information that he is currently viewing in the EventApp, together with his 

GPS location. He sends the information to the disaster manager to make him aware of, and 

reflect on, the risky points not covered.   

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RE1 Event Civil 

Protection: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x (x) x  x x (x) 

Table 15: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RE1 Event Civil Protection 

3.4.3 RE2: Challenging Driver Civil Protection 

 

The second Regola story (RE2), Challenging Driver Civil Protection, is about an 

inexperienced Civil Protection volunteer who, together with another inexperienced volunteer, 

is responsible for blocking a road for vehicle traffic during a public event. She is confronted 

with a driver who, backed by others, questions the authority of the volunteers and does not 

accept to be stopped. The coordination base is far away and can be reached only over UHF 

radio. The volunteer lacks information about the reasons for the road blocking, and seeing 

that she is uncertain, the driver starts complaining and insulting her. The volunteer chooses 

to ignore the rude driver and starts suggesting alternative routes to other drivers. The 

volunteer thus finds a way of handling the situation, but feels profoundly offended. After the 

event, she is questioning their performance in that situation and why they were left alone 

without information. She complains to a colleague as well as to her coordinator. The 

volunteer is so frustrated that she decides to quit her job at the Civil Protection. During the 

debriefing session, the coordinator tells the others about the experience of the volunteer, 

using it as a real example. The coordinator proposes a process in which volunteers‟ 

aptitudes are identified before any fieldwork as a basis for providing training sessions suited 

to the individuals and their specific tasks in the field. Tools proposed to support this are 

hand-held computers with augmented reality and a system with which a database can be 

queried about events experienced in similar contexts.  
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The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RE2 Challenging 

Driver: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x (x) x x  

Table 16: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RE2 Challenging Driver 

3.4.4 RE3: Leading Volunteer 118 EMS 

 

The third Regola story (RE3) is called Leading Volunteer 118 EMS. The story is about a 

rescue volunteer working with the 118 EMS. He is assigned to a basic rescue vehicle with 

three more volunteers but no doctors or professional nurses. The team is sent to a 

supposedly low-severity code incident: in a crowded city centre a patient has fainted while 

drinking with his friends. At the scene, the volunteer and his colleagues evaluate the patient‟s 

condition, which gets gradually worse. The volunteer keeps calm, directing the other 

volunteers to calm people down and keep away spectators as well as assist him with the 

patient. With the patient, the volunteer puts into practice the protocols and manoeuvres he 

has learnt during his courses, stabilizing the condition while waiting for an advanced rescue 

vehicle. His job during this event is recognized as excellent by everyone, including his team. 

After the mission, the team coordinator decides to use the experience in a shared training 

session. Before the session, the volunteer is asked to recreate and contextualize the 

scenario together with the coordinator. During the session, the coordinator introduces the 

scenario and asks attendants to individually explain what they would have done. Next, each 

answer is discussed through an exchange of ideas between all the attendants, including the 

volunteer and the coordinator. Solutions deemed appropriate in the example situation are 

stored and made available for reading and commenting by other volunteers. The following 

MIRROR Apps are proposed to support reflection in this story: Experience Annotation App: 

In recreating the scenario, the volunteer could use video or audio recording and textual 

annotations to point out particular issues or suggest behaviours, to which other volunteers 

could add feedback to enrich and discuss the description. A Matching Apps could help 

volunteers prepare and extend their knowledge by providing insight on similar cases. A 

Serious Game App could be used to provide training of volunteers by simulating the 

experienced scenario. 
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The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RE3 Leading 

Volunteer: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x x 

Table 17: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RE3 Leading Volunteer 

3.4.5 RE4: Serious Games Training 118 EMS 

 

The fourth Regola story (RE4) is called Serious Games Training 118 EMS. In this story, a 

rescue volunteer is carrying out one of her first missions in an advanced rescue vehicle 

together with two more volunteers and a doctor. It is a critical incident where the team must 

act quickly in a difficult environment. The volunteer is inexperienced and nervous while the 

rest of the team is experienced and has a history of working well together on this type of 

mission. The scenario of the incident is a domestic accident. The patient‟s condition is bad, 

and family members are panicking and need to be calmed down. Being in shock they are not 

cooperative. The inexperienced volunteer loses control in the situation, even if she has taken 

the relevant courses and been through relevant training. She fails to recall even simple 

procedures and becomes an obstacle to the others. She is deeply shocked by her own 

reaction and performance. Back from the mission, the volunteer is criticized by her mission 

team, and she is deeply marked by the experience even if the coordinator tries to justify what 

happened and calm everyone down. The volunteer decides to quit the voluntary activity. 

Based on this case, the coordinator sees that there is a need for a tool able to simulate such 

stressful but frequent situations, derived from actual, critical rescue missions, in a safe 

environment. A Critical Incident 118 EMS Serious Games App is developed in order to 

help prepare volunteers psychologically for critical missions. Use of the App will help the 118 

EMS understand the different aptitudes of future volunteers so that each volunteer can be 

assigned activities that are suited to their personality. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RE4 Serious Games 

Training: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x  x   x (x) x 

Table 18: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RE4 Serious Games Training 
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3.4.6 RE5: Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS 

 

The fifth Regola story (RE5) is called Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS. In 

this story, on Wednesday evening a 118 rescue squad decides to take some time to share, 

collect and store all information related to well-known callers/patients. These are persons 

who frequently call for help or have particular, systematic pathologies such as strong anger 

or wandering with ravings. Information on these patients is currently exchanged within and 

between different squads only verbally, based on chance encounters. It is a problem that 

experiences get forgotten and lost as people leave and as new stories are seen as more 

interesting than the old ones. Especially easily forgotten are the details, which may in fact be 

crucial for the success of a rescue mission. The coordinator of the Wednesday evening 

rescue squad wants to collect all valuable information (pathologies, behaviours, solutions,..) 

regarding the well-known cases. To collect the data, the coordinator stimulates discussions 

among the volunteers based on their experience. The data collection includes first a step of 

individual reflection, as each volunteer tells about their experience with specific patients. Now 

there is collaborative reflection through discussion of different approaches: those to 

recommend, those to avoid, and proposed ones not yet tried. Solutions deemed appropriate 

are stored and made available for volunteers to read and comment on by use of the 

Experience Annotation App. Finally, the data collected are used as a resource to feed and 

enrich scenarios for a Matching App – used by volunteers to get information relevant to 

specific cases by comparing to similar cases - and a Serious Game used by volunteers to 

experience scenarios and try out various actions in a secure environment, both to learn 

about specific scenarios and as part of broader, multi-level training. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RE5 Collecting and 

Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x x 

Table 19: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RE5 Collecting and Sharing Specific 
Data 118 EMS 

3.5 The RNHA storyboards, summarized  

3.5.1 Reflective learning at RNHA 

RNHA provides access to various care homes, with a focus on caring for residents, many of 

whom suffer from some form of dementia.  

The computerized information infrastructure of most of the care homes is rather limited.  The 

information needed for reflection is typically available on paper, and consulting it for 

purposes of reflection is cumbersome. Ideas and knowledge resulting from reflection during 

informal discussions are not sufficiently documented and there is a potential to better capture 
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and utilize information on problems and events encountered during the day for purposes of 

reflective learning.  

The lack of computerized information infrastructure and the existing use of paper to support 

information handling make care homes a suitable case for solutions with digital pen and 

paper. This implies both an adaptation to existing (paper writing) practices and a way of 

omitting – if needed – the use of a wireless network. RN6 Paper Timeline shows a solution 

based on digital pen and paper, integrated with use of other devices. The design study on 

the use of digital pen and paper in a care home (D6.1) indicated that there is an acceptance 

of this type of technology in care homes, and that support for sharing as well as an adequate 

level of structuring of the writing of notes is essential. In RN6, a timeline is used as a means 

for structuring both the writing and sharing of the notes.  

Care is physical and practical work, and hand held devices have to be carried around in a 

way which does not interfere with work (e.g. by making movements difficult) and which does 

not harm the devices (e.g. through hits, falls, or the spilling of liquid). The design study 

involving use of mobile devices in a care home showed that this is indeed possible (D5.1). 

Carers‟ reflection supported by mobile devices is part of the stories in RN1-4. 

Another technology that has proved potentially useful is serious games (“Think better care”, 

reported in D7.1). The usage of serious games is explored in RN5. 

Carers‟ individual reflection on their work experiences requires some private (i.e. personal) 

time and space outside the immediate care situation. The availability and use of periods for 

private reflection is assumed in all the RN storyboards. The user studies (D6.1) also 

indicated two main types of occasions for collaborative reflection. Spontaneous encounters 

between two or more carers are the predominant collaborative reflection setting, and the 

topics of this reflection are residents or particular, recent situations. A second type of 

occasion is meetings which are dedicated to reflection or in which reflection plays a role. 

Emotional stress, problems of time or task management, and need for support in daily work 

are the typical triggers for reflection (D6.1 p.36-37). A particular challenge for the carers is 

the tension between ideals of practice (e.g. person-centered care, see D6.1) and the realities 

of limited resources meaning less time for the residents than what would have been ideal. 

Further, care homes are a workplace with a substantial staff turnover. Many carers stay only 

for a short time in this type of job or in the particular care home. Only a small percentage of 

carers stay to gain senior competence. Thus, effectively keeping and sharing knowledge in 

the care home (as well as in the sector, across homes) is vital. This need is addressed in 

RN1 Simple Training.  

The user studies indicate that finding solutions to problems in care work benefits from 

creative problem solving techniques (D5.1). In RN2 Challenging Behaviour the MIRROR 

solution helps carers identify strategies for handling difficult situations by considering similar 

cases within the domain (e.g. dementia care) and from other domains, drawing on the human 

capability to think creatively by use of analogies. (This need has been identified in D5.1 

p.37.) The design study on a software app to support creative thinking in care homes showed 

that this type of tool needs two key capabilities: to retrieve cases perceived as relevant by 

experienced care staff, and to support care staff during creative thinking to understand each 

retrieved case, map it to the current situation, then transfer the mapped good practices to the 

situation. This requires good precision and recall. 
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3.5.2 RN1: Simple Training2 

 

 

The first RNHA story (RN1) is called Simple Training. The starting point of the story is the 

need for two carers to obtain key skills in their work; in the case of a new carer, how to help a 

resident who has fallen onto the floor, and in the case of an older and more experienced 

carer, how to use a new, computer based recording system. The solution proposed is the 

Knowledge Store App, which is a repository containing Apps presenting various relevant 

knowledge from a knowledge database. These apps are used for individual, self-driven 

learning and in collaborative reflection sessions. The carers are encouraged to add 

experience-based knowledge to the Store, for use by new carers. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RN1 Simple Training: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x X 

Table 20: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RN1 Simple Training 

3.5.3 RN2: Challenging Behaviour 

 

The second RNHA story (RN2) is Challenging Behaviour. In this story, a new carer gets 

angry with, and frightens, a care home resident who behaves aggressively and „out of 

context‟. By talking to other carers who have experience with the resident, and by consulting 

the Life History App for the resident, the carer finds an approach to distract and calm him 

should a similar situation occur. In the final part of the story, an even better solution is found 

in the form of a Challenging Behaviour Training App where best practices for handling 

challenging behaviour are described. By use of this App, carers can explore – individually or 

                                                

2 The RNHA storyboards are structured in the following way: the first frame(s) outline the 

background and challenge, i.e. setting the scene. In the following frames the challenge is 

addressed first by aid of a simple, but unsatisfactory solution, and then by a novel MIRROR 

solution.  
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in collaborative sessions - different ways of coping with various, typical situations. Also, the 

carers can use a “secured” Twitter like application to report their own episodes of handling 

challenging behaviour and thus contribute to the knowledge base.   

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RN2 Challenging 

Behaviour: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x x 

Table 21: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RN2 Challenging Behaviour 

3.5.4 RN3: RummageBox 

 

The third story (RN3) about the RNHA case is called RummageBox. The story starts as a 

resident sings a favourite song from her youth to a carer, who reflects on this and finds the 

song on YouTube. She shows it to the resident on her iPad, and the resident is delighted. 

The carer pursues the idea to get an even better solution, and as a consequence the Life 

History App (see RN4) is extended to a Rummage Box App which can be used from a 

tablet PC. The Rummage Box for a resident contains links to favourite pictures and clips from 

the Life History database or from the cloud. The App can be used for therapy and 

entertainment and as a key element in activity coordinators‟ preparation of Reminiscence 

sessions, the coordinators learning about what triggers the interest of the resident. Finally, a 

special user interface is developed to support residents themselves in shuffling through their 

rummage box. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RN3 RummageBox: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x   x x  

Table 22: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RN3 RummageBox 
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3.5.5 RN4: LifeHistory 

 

The fourth RNHA story (RN4), LifeHistory, begins when a resident cannot remember his 

daughter‟s name, and the carer is wishing she could have helped him. In another situation, 

the carer sees that a new resident is frustrated because the staff members have been asking 

her the same question. They needed the information for different purposes, but they have not 

shared it. To address these challenges, the carer uses a word processor and spreadsheet to 

enter information about the new resident, printing it out on cards for her colleagues and 

herself to use. A better solution is found when a Life History App is developed. The App is 

used by staff to learn about the life history of the residents, to support communication with 

residents and relatives as well as coordination, reflection and daily work tasks among the 

various staff, both individually and collaboratively. The App is also used to support reflection 

in resident reviews and staff reflection sessions, highlighting aspects of the residents‟ 

backgrounds that help explain current behaviours. The story ends with a resident having a 

surprise birthday party with family and friends, after the staff has been alerted by the App 

about the upcoming birthday. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RN4 LifeHistory: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x  x    x  

Table 23: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RN4 LifeHistory 

3.5.6 RN5: SeriousGames 
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The fifth RNHA story (RN5) is called SeriousGames. The story starts when there is a minor 

fire in the care home. After the event it has become clear that many of the staff did not know 

what to do; even the manager did not know the right sequence of actions to take. To address 

the problem, a staff session is arranged to exchange experiences and derive lessons 

learned. Also, it is decided that fire drills are to be held more frequently and the fire 

procedures be reviewed. Then a more powerful solution is implemented: a Serious Game 

offering a virtual care home populated with carers and residents in the form of avatars. A fire 

scenario can be played individually or collaboratively by staff members. Different scenarios, 

including life-and-death decisions, can be tried out in safe surroundings. Best practices (e.g. 

prioritisations) with explanations for why some options are better are provided in the game. 

The game provides the basis for reflection, individually and collaboratively, upon individual 

decisions and teamwork. 

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RN5 SeriousGames: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x x  x x x 

Table 24: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RN5 SeriousGames 

 

3.5.7 RN6: Paper Timeline 

 

The final RNHA story (RN6) is called Paper Timeline. The story starts with one of the 

experienced nurses taking notes about different matters. Some of these notes are a valuable 

resource for less experienced nurses. In the care home where she works, two mobile 

applications are in use: The Timeline App for collecting data on a timeline and sharing 

annotations, photos, video and moods, and Twitter for sharing information about challenging 

behaviors they encounter during a work shift. Though carers are generally willing to share 

information, they are rather reluctant to use the tools. The Care Home therefore requires a 

simpler interface to these applications. Access to the mobile applications is then provided 

through a system based on a computer-enabled pen and a smart notebook: the Paper 

Timeline. Carers can not only take notes as they would do with traditional pen and paper, 

but also easily share them via the Timeline App, Twitter, or email. Carers felt more 

comfortable using this interaction modality because it resembles their traditional way to 

collect and share information. Once they get familiar with the possibilities offered by the tool, 

also the direct interaction with the mobile Timeline App becomes easier. The timelines 

created with the app can also be visualized and shared through a computer-enabled table 
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during staff meetings. In this way carers can combine their timelines, discuss, and reflect on 

their different perspectives.   

The following tables summarize the characteristics of the reflection in RN6 Paper Timeline: 

Reflection process(es) Level of learning Reflection content 

Individual Collabor-

ative 

Individual Team Organization Own 

experience 

Others‟ 

experience 

Best practice/work 

process description 

x x x   x x  

Table 25: Reflection processes, levels of learning and reflection content in RN6 Paper Timeline 
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4 A look across the storyboards: Design and 

research challenges 

So far in this deliverable we have considered the specific requirements for the test-beds. As 

part of the requirements process we also need to identify more general characteristics and 

issues emerging from the varied set of storyboards. In this chapter we address a set of such 

issues and associated design and research challenges. 

Privacy is a very important concern in MIRROR and essential to the success of our solutions, 

and for that reason it is treated and presented in a separate work package (WP9); it will not 

be a topic in this section. 

4.1 Supporting learning on the individual, collaborative and 

organizational levels  

The table in Section 9.2 (Appendix D) shows that almost all test-beds have storyboards 

which include learning on the individual level. Only IN2 DoWeKnow does not include 

individual reflective learning. Regarding the team level of learning, it is covered in some of 

the storyboards for all test-beds. On the organizational level, it is BT, Infoman and NBN who 

include such learning in their storyboards. The RNHA and Regola storyboards have a strong 

focus on the learning of the individual and the team, although one could argue that the 

organizational level of learning is implicit in many of the stories. The benefit to the 

organization of the proposed solutions will be there even if organizational learning is not part 

of the stories. This opens possibilities to explore the research issue of how reflective learning 

on the individual and collaborative level affects organizational learning even when the latter 

is not in focus.  

In general, to promote a holistic approach to reflection it is critical that MIRROR does not 

only support each specific level, but also the transition from one level to the other. We see 

examples of such transitions by examining the storyboards. For instance, several stories are 

about learning on the individual level followed by learning on the team level and finally on the 

organizational level (e.g. RE1 and IN2). More transitions can be seen by considering the 

combination of storyboards for one test bed, as several of the storyboards build upon each 

other (e.g. RE2-4 and NB5-6). How the storyboards of BT can connect and support all three 

levels of learning is illustrated on the poster in Section 12.1 (Appendix G). 

One type of solution which in several MIRROR storyboards covers individual and 

collaborative reflective processes, learning on all levels and reflection on own and others‟ 

experience as well as best practices, is serious games. The powerfulness of serious games 

to support all these aspects of reflective learning in the outlined scenarios can be ascribed 

partly to features of the tools and partly to the organization of the process of using the tools, 

which include several steps in which game playing is followed by reflection sessions with 

replays of the game.  

The current coverage of levels of learning (individual, team and organizational) in the 

MIRROR storyboards implies that if they are implemented as currently outlined, there will be 

solutions covering reflection on all levels across a variety of cases, which means we utilize 

the research potential of our test-beds in this respect.  
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The fact that organizational learning overall is not as prevalent as the others is consistent 

with the general focus of MIRROR. If it is necessary to choose only a subset of the 

storyboards to be actually implemented, or to make changes to the scope of learning in the 

storyboards, a similar overview could be taken to see if the resulting set of storyboards still 

provides a satisfactory coverage of levels of learning in light of the MIRROR research 

objectives.  

4.2 Supporting reflection on different aspects of experience   

Any experience is multifaceted and a user might be interested in reflecting on different facets 

together or in isolation. Sometimes reflection might focus on practical aspects of work, e.g. 

the sequence a specific task was performed. In other cases, emotional aspects are in focus. 

In many MIRROR storyboards there is reflection on emotional aspects of work. The MIRROR 

design study on mood reporting via a timeline (D3.1) illustrated how mood reporting can play 

a part in reflection, and also pointed to some challenges, in particular regarding meaningful 

aggregation of mood data from several participants of an event.  

In the storyboards we see the use of reporting of mood in BT3 and RE6. In the CLinIC and 

Think Better Care serious games (Design studies WP7/1 and WP7/2) the gathering of mood 

data from the user is used as a means to trigger reflection. In the context of serious games, it 

is regarded fundamental to record users‟ emotions for at least three reasons (D7.1). First, the 

player‟s experience of flow in the game is strictly linked to positive emotions. Second, this 

experience of flow is a trigger for reflection to revisit the action and the emotion after the 

game experience. Third, reflection on the emotional path allows analysis of relationships 

between emotions and behaviours. 

The emotional side of work life clearly plays a role in making experiences worth reflecting on. 

In the MIRROR storyboards, negative emotions associated with experiences of challenging 

behavior (in different domains) are assumed to play a role in triggering reflection on how to 

cope with such behaviours. Theory (Boud et al. 1985) suggests that attending to the 

emotional side of experience is crucial to reflective learning. However, in work life there are 

mixed feelings towards reflecting on emotion, and this is a design challenge in MIRROR. For 

instance, staff in care homes and hospitals on one hand report that they do not want to 

reflect or ruminate on problematic work after work hours, while at the same time many report 

reflecting on their work on the way to and from work or at home (D4.1). Doctors in a hospital 

might consider it unacceptable to react negatively to stress in a manner impacting on their 

work, and for that reason regard stress reactions an irrelevant issue for reflection (D4.1).  

We may ask: how to effectively reflect on emotionally laden experiences? Are there forms of 

contextualizing that help learners better handle and appreciate reflection on difficult/‟bad‟ 

experiences, e.g. a focus on problem solving or on the fact that the experience is an example 

of common problems or similar to a problem encountered by others? 

4.3 Supporting reflection on different experiences   

From the table in Section 9.3 (Appendix D) it seems that most of the storyboards entail 

reflection on both own and others‟ experience. This implies that insights on comparing the 

experience of different people can be drawn from all the test-beds and will have applicability 

across all our test-beds.  

Considering the storyboards where reflection is addressing “best practice / formal work 

process descriptions”, one observation is that this category of reflection content is very wide. 
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In many cases, the learner will have some ideas about what is best (or good) practice without 

consulting any description, as in RE1 where the volunteer considers what happened the day 

before in light of the routines of the Civil Protection. In other cases the comparison is explicit, 

as in RN2 where best practices to handle challenging behaviour are represented in a shared 

repository. Furthermore, there may be conflicting demands from different „best practices‟, 

and the learner needs to find acceptable compromises in their daily work. The issue of 

distinguishing conceptually between such cases of relating to best practice can be seen as 

input to our further work to refine our key concepts and the Model of Computer Supported 

Reflective Learning. 

4.4 Supporting multiple representations of experience 

Comparing the storyboards, and also looking at the tables in Appendix E, one interesting 

issue is how the presentation and contextualization of data and the support for the steps in 

the reflective process is about relating data to some form of structure. In the storyboards we 

see many examples of support for navigating data within some structure, e.g. making it 

possible to traverse along a timeline (as in IN4 and RN6) or (as in RE1) in space. In other 

cases data and experience are seen in the light of a work process (IN4) and associated 

objectives such as performance assessment (e.g. BT1). The Mood Map (used e.g. in BT3) is 

a way of structuring experience, in this case based on its emotional aspects. Yet another 

structuring of experience is formed by the branching of the story in a serious game, and the 

learner might want to compare their trace through the story with that of others or with the one 

considered to be the best choice. Finally, a case or pattern (a problem-solution combination) 

is also a structure for recognizing and making sense of experience. Across our cases we see 

that a form of structuring is necessary to allow the comparison of different experiences (for 

one person across time, or between different persons). This requires some underlying model 

and, to be presented in a tool, some form of visualization (including textual presentation).  

Structures and visualizations for contextualizing and comparing experience in MIRROR may 

have applicability across different domains (e.g. a good timeline visualization and 

mechanisms for navigating it or comparing different ones; for instance the Timeline App used 

in design study WP3/1 (Section 11.1.1 in Appendix F) is also used in IN4). The recognition of 

challenging behaviour as a type of reflection case in several of our test beds is also a case in 

point. Structures to which experience is related in reflective learning are accordingly an area 

which deserves attention in MIRROR, both in terms of conceptual refinement and with 

respect to the design of concrete solutions in the test beds.  

In designing for reflection support it is important to support the designer in choosing the 

metaphor that is most appropriate for a specific case and the transitions among metaphors if 

needed and when possible.  

4.5 Supporting individual and collaborative reflection processes 

What can be seen from the table in Section 9.1 (Appendix D) is that the large majority of the 

MIRROR storyboards comprise individual and collaborative reflection. Note that this is a 

distinction different from that between the different levels of learning, cf. Section 4.1 and 

Appendix B. Typically the sequence is that individual reflection precedes the collaborative 

one. An implication for further work in MIRROR and the design of our solutions is that the 

connection between individual and collaborative reflection has to be in focus: how to draw on 

individual learning as a resource for collaborative reflection, and the other way around. 
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Insights on this topic will benefit solutions in all our test-beds and our more generalized 

knowledge about MIRROR solutions 

4.6 Supporting different types of users 

The storyboards have different personas. Though these personas are rather different, they 

allow identifying some general dimensions to characterize users. For example, there is a 

clear distinction between expert and novice users in terms of domain knowledge and in terms 

of technical knowledge. Many MIRROR solutions are about knowledge transfer from the 

more experienced to the less experienced, and in particular about getting the inexperienced 

up to speed with their work as quickly as possible. Another distinction between types of users 

has to do with various professions, where we see that attitudes towards one and the same 

solution may differ, as seen in the different views on the value of reflecting on stress data 

among nurses and doctors at NBN.  

Yet another distinction between types of users is that of volunteer vs. paid worker: We see in 

the two Regola cases that compared to people who are paid employees, volunteers are more 

likely simply to quit their volunteer work (RE1, RE4)  if it becomes too challenging and 

frustrating. This indicates a particular need to consider the motivational factors when 

designing MIRROR solutions. A proactive approach is to help the organization allocate tasks 

to volunteers according to their personality (RE4), and to have volunteers prepare for their 

tasks, including the psychological/emotional side of these experiences, by trying out 

challenging situations in advance (RE2, RE4). Ensuring transfer of knowledge (RE5) is also 

of particular importance as volunteer work is often done in a short phase of life, and thus 

turnover of staff may be high. This is a situation similar to that found in the care homes, 

where stressful work and low pay contributes to high turnover among carers, and the transfer 

of knowledge becomes essential.  

The introduction of a characterization of users and related guidelines should be considered in 

the MIRROR Model of Computer Supported Reflective Learning 

4.7 Supporting adaptation to existing information ecologies  

Some test-bed organizations have very limited IT infrastructure whereas others have an 

extensive one, and that this has an impact on the considerations involved in providing 

support for reflective learning. This is a challenge for the design of MIRROR Apps because it 

influences, for example, the availability of electronic data that can be used in the reflection 

process and new tools will have to be introduced to collect data on the practice. This is for 

example the case at RNHA that has a rich and complex information ecology that is mainly 

paper-based. At the same time in an existing IT infrastructure the existing tools might be 

bound to a particular vendor and platform, e.g. Infoman using Microsoft technology and 

platforms.  

A requirement to adapt to a particular platform is at odds with the objective of developing 

tools that can easily be re-used across different organizations and devices. 

4.8 Supporting creative problem solving 

Looking at the types of work tasks addressed in the MIRROR storyboards, they often have to 

do with day-to-day problem solving. Creative problem solving is an area for which there exist 

well proven techniques, the creativity workshops in the MIRROR requirements process being 

an example. In the design study WP5/1 it was shown that there is a potential to use creativity 
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techniques in care homes. The design study WP5/3 showed that it is possible to offer a tool 

using similarity-based reasoning to propose cases that can serve as basis for analogical 

reasoning, but as mentioned in Section 4.10, precision and recall are challenges.  

MIRROR solutions also cover support for collaborative reflection in meetings and workshops 

(e.g.RN1, NB6 and NB7), and creative problem solving in such contexts can be about 

helping participants articulate their experiences in a way which facilitates comparison and 

collaborative knowledge construction. Identification of similar cases does not have to be 

done by a computerized tool; it can be the result of discussion. Similarly, steps and 

representations/visualizations working well in creativity workshops can be part of MIRROR 

solutions, more or less computerized. For instance, the computer support can be about 

guiding participants through the right steps, and it can be about supporting the creation and 

sharing of various representations such as textual ideas or storyboards. 

On the side of developing the MIRROR Model of Computer Supported Reflective Learning, 

there is a need to clarify the relationship between reflection and creative problem solving. 

4.9 Applicability of Apps across test-beds 

The storyboards and design studies illustrate how specific Apps might have applicability 

across different types of organizations. This is for example the case with the TimeLine App 

that could virtually be used in any of the test-beds. Some interaction modalities, as Pen and 

Paper, also seem to have a high potential in many of the test-beds.  Other Apps and/or 

modalities of interaction, as mobile augmented reality, seem to have a more limited 

applicability.  From an economical point of view, the development of Apps with high 

applicability across test-beds could be preferable. It is however important to take into account 

when choosing the actual applications to develop that a number of criteria should be 

adopted. 

Other applications might not be directly applicable across test-beds, but families of similar 

Apps might be developed starting from a common idea. This is the case for example of the 

serious games presented in storyboards for RNHA (RN5), Regola (RN4) and NBN (NB3, 

NB4 and indirectly NB6).  

As seen in Section 4.1, solutions using serious games to support reflective learning has a 

potential to cover learning on all levels. Further, looking at the tables in Appendix E it is 

evident that serious games support many facets of reflection both when it comes to data 

collection, making data available for reflection and supporting the reflection session. Also, we 

see from our storyboards that serious games are applicable to many different cases. The 

cases share the property that, starting with scenarios from the work practice, it is possible to 

define branching stories in which the choice of different paths through the story have different 

consequences and may be better or worse alternatives in light of certain considerations. It is 

possible to define such stories in many different types of work settings. Learning to handle 

challenging behaviour or other difficult interactions is a type of case lending itself well to 

serious games. A design implication for MIRROR of what we see in the storyboards is that 

there is a clear potential to use insights and partially also solutions (e.g. engines, 

development approaches) across cases and test-beds, although the contents of the games 

are mainly domain specific. 

Serious games offer an opportunity to gain experience by trying without having to do things 

for real. This is a great advantage when the real experience is somehow not available or is 

too risky or costly. It is necessary that the stories in the game accurately reflect realistic and 
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relevant work situations and issues for the users in question, and accordingly in all the 

MIRROR storyboards using serious games it is assumed that the game can and will be 

extended and changed based on new insights gained from real life experiences. Having 

mechanisms and a process for keeping the game realistic over time can be seen as a 

general requirement for this type of solution. 

The possibility for replay of a game, to see your own game again or to share and compare 

with others, is a particular opportunity offered by serious games. In some cases a challenge 

to the successful use of serious games – which to many represent a new approach to 

learning - is to establish an attitude among learners that this is an acceptable and useful 

solution.  

With respect to the MIRROR Model of Computer Supported Reflective Learning, the issue of 

experience originating in a virtual setting as opposed to a real one warrants further 

exploration and will guide refinement of the model. 

It is important, when possible, to identify commonalities across Apps and then provide a high 

degree of adaptability to test-beds. This might be achieved in the case of games for example 

by defining a common game engine on which to add domain specific components. The need 

and potential for both domain-specific and generic Apps and components in MIRROR will be 

addressed in the development of the MIRROR architecture (WP2) and the specific 

applications (WP3-8). 

Finally, the existence of generic problems in the storyboards points to a potential to apply 

similar solutions and re-use designs and technologies at least partially. This is for example 

the case of challenging behaviour. Another example of a common problem is reflection on 

generic skills, for example communication and collaboration skills. At the same time, it is 

important to be aware that a problem that can be recognized across organizations does not 

necessarily require it to be addressed with the same type of solution in all the organizations. 

Looking at the categorizations of the storyboards based on the small tables the previous 

chapter (combined into big tables in Appendix D) as well as the table on the roles of tools 

(Appendix E) some patterns can be seen. We start with this, before turning to other kinds of 

patterns that can be seen from the storyboards.  

4.10 A general learning need: handling challenging behaviour 

In the storyboards, the perhaps most visible example of a general learning need applicable to 

several cases is the need to learn how to handle challenging behaviour. 

The need to support effective knowledge creation and transfer about handling challenging 

behaviour is common to the civil protection and medical rescue volunteer cases and the care 

homes, and it also applies in the hospital case (NB5). It further applies to BT and Infoman in 

relation to dealing with difficult clients or colleagues, which is one type of work experience 

that could be captured and reflected upon in BT4 and IN1. 

The solutions are about transfer and application of existing knowledge about handling certain 

situations, and typically about transfer from experienced employees to inexperienced ones. 

The solutions involve knowledge repositories from which relevant/similar cases can be drawn 

and to which new case descriptions can be added to share with others.  

A key challenge was identified in the design study on the software app to support creative 

thinking in care homes (WP5/3): achieving good enough precision and recall.  
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In MIRROR, solutions that support learning about challenging behaviour in one test-bed is 

likely to have strong relevance for the development of solutions in other test-beds. This 

includes e.g. knowledge repositories and mechanisms for retrieving information from them. 

Also, the data from other test-beds/domains may be of value to aid analogical reasoning and 

thereby creative problem solving.  

4.11 Offering a selection of technologies 

Finally, we use the storyboards and design studies to take a brief look at the basic types of 

technologies to see what appear as the typical MIRROR technologies and their challenges. 

In the MIRROR storyboards mobile/hand held devices are often used, supporting mobility in 

work and learning. This includes the use of smart phones as well as tablets. Some more 

general challenges related to the use of such devices can be seen: First, robustness and 

ease of carrying the device around is required for those who do practical/physical work. This 

is seen in the RNHA case, where design studies (D5.1) indicate that it is necessary and 

possible to find ways for carers to carry mobile devices in a way which does not interfere with 

their work. Second, there are issues of screen size. In RE1 the amount of data about the 

event and the fact that the data is structured with respect to place as well as time makes it 

necessary to have a screen big enough to get a sufficient overview. Third, the use of a 

keyboard can in some cases be a problem, and a possible substitute in some cases is 

dictation software, tried out in the design study on mobile software apps in care homes 

(Section 11.2.2 in Appendix F; D5.1). Fourth, typically, mobile MIRROR solutions require that 

there is a network, as the software on the mobile device needs to communicate with a web 

application, e.g. to support the sharing of data or the retrieval of information from some form 

of knowledge repository.  

Use of PCs is convenient where they are already in use in the work situation and use of 

reflection apps is closely integrated with other work on the PC. This is the case in IN1 when 

the consultant is annotating a Power-Point presentation, and in IN3 when the MIRROR App 

runs on his work PC and automatically collects data about his work. In cases where IT 

infrastructure is limited, one or a small set of PCs are typically available, but not necessarily 

a local area network. One way of adapting to such an infrastructure is outlined in RN6 where 

information from the digital pens are docked in a shared PC in the care home. 

In cases where learners together consider and compare their experiences, and in particular 

when they collaboratively build new knowledge, a large screen is useful. This could be a 

board on the wall in a meeting room or similar (e.g. in the ward room in the hospital as 

proposed in NB7). When it is not the case that such equipment is available, MIRROR 

solutions can be adapted. This could mean assuming the ordinary screen size of a PC and/or 

find good ways of providing individual access to a shared workspace via personal devices.  

Digital pens are proposed in cases where the current practices are paper based. This could 

be where IT infrastructure is generally lacking (as in a typical care home; see RN6) but also 

in situations where the relevant practices are very paper based even though there is other IT 

infrastructure in the surroundings (as in the hospital in NB7). For the development of 

MIRROR solutions based on such pens, there have been some problems of finding a type of 

pen with good support for the development of software. 
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Sensors capturing data for reflection are part of MIRROR solutions in different ways. Body 

sensors are not part of the current storyboards, and the challenges of using them were 

evident from the design studies conducted at NBN, but there may soon be new 

developments both on the side of the equipment and in the processing of data. In RE1 

various sensor data from the environment (temperature, noise level) is used as input for 

reflection on an event. The task detecting software used in IN1 can also be regarded as a 

sensor, collecting data about the user‟s activity on his PC. We thus see that very different 

types of sensor data appear as useful in MIRROR solutions.   
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

This deliverable presents the requirements identified in MIRROR. It is the main outcome of 

T1.3 and presents the work conducted within the project to achieve Objective 1.3. 

Requirements are presented in the form of storyboards with related personas. Storyboards 

are defined for each test-bed and describe situations that are relevant from a user 

perspective as well as innovative from a technological perspective.  

Requirements have been generated through an iterative process that has involved test-beds, 

with the ownership of the storyboards, and technical partners. The process has led from an 

initial set of stories and design ideas to a set of storyboards that present structured 

requirements for each test-bed.  

The storyboards constitute a link between as-is situations, as captured in the user studies, 

and to-be situations where reflection is supported with MIRROR Apps. The storyboards 

capture occurrences of individual, collaborative, and organizational learning.  

Based on our theoretical and empirical work in MIRROR in year 1 we now know more about 

technologies that can be applied to support reflection in different types of settings. In our 

storyboards we see concrete examples of tools that support learning on different levels, by 

individual and collaborative reflection processes and focusing on various types of 

experience, and serving different types of roles with respect to reflection support. We know 

that there are challenges and solutions that apply across several of our test-beds and that we 

believe have applicability in the general case so that we can speak of MIRROR challenges 

and solutions. Examples on different levels include timeline representations, creative 

problem solving techniques, serious games, and learning to handle challenging behaviour. 

In year 2 in the development of specific solutions on the basis of the storyboards we will draw 

on the general insights we have to create synergies across test beds and tools. 

5.2 Implications for further work in MIRROR 

The user requirements described in the MIRROR storyboards are a key resource in the 

development of MIRROR Apps in year 2. 

The MIRROR storyboards will be further used: 

- In WP3-8 as input for refining the design and development process, including the 

identification of system requirements for the MIRROR Apps. In the individual WPs 

storyboards might evolve to address specific concerns more in detail, but the ones 

presented in this deliverable constitute a common ground for the project to build on. 

- As input for defining the MIRROR Apps to develop during Year 2 in WP 3-8. Each of 

these WPs will agree with test-beds on the Apps they develop. In case of conflicts, 

project management (WP 12) will moderate the agreement process. 

- In WP1 to refine the model of computer supported reflection. Together with the results 

from user studies, the storyboards will help to shed light on the design space of 

computer-supported reflection and extend the MIRROR model. Also, the storyboards will 

inform the development of an evaluation methodology (T1.4)  
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- In WP2 as input for shaping further the MIRROR architecture and AppSphere. In 

addition, the storyboards will be an important tool to decide the demo Apps to be 

developed in Y2.  

- In WP10 to start the planning of the demonstration activities. In particular, it might be 

useful to look at the technical infrastructure of each test-bed and consider what 

organizational and technical issues should be addressed to support the deployment of 

MIRROR Apps during the evaluation period. The storyboards will also inform the 

methodology for evaluation. 

It is important to stress that even if the storyboards present particular technologies as 

solutions to the needs outlined in the particular test-beds, the similarities between the cases 

(e.g. in terms of the type of learning needs, the roles of reflection tools and the types of 

users) point to a potential to focus on trying out similar solutions across test-beds. The 

project might draw on the insight from one test-bed in trying out the same solution, or a 

modified version of it, in another test-bed.  

Changes to the set of requirements are to be expected in the upcoming years in the project. 

The project will gain a refined understanding of needs in the test-beds. As our solutions are 

evaluated, it will become evident whether the MIRROR Apps fill the intended roles in the 

existing work processes, and we have to expect that there are things we had missed or not 

completely understood. The tools might be used more or less as expected, or in completely 

different ways. Furthermore, the work processes in which the solutions are used will 

inevitably change as a consequence of the introduction of new tools. We expect that 

storyboards will continue to serve as a cooperation tool across partners. 

5.3 Reflection on process and results 

5.3.1 On the actual use of storyboards in MIRROR  

As the storyboard refinement took place in MIRROR during spring and summer 2011, what 

could be seen was that the high-level description area (e.g. the slide itself) was used for the 

textual description of the frame whereas pictures (e.g. real world pictures or clip-art) were 

added to the rich media area. The notes area was not used. This may be considered more of 

a simplification of usage of the template than an omission of a type of content. What can also 

be seen in the resulting storyboards is that the requirements and assumptions tables have 

been filled in to varying extent in the different storyboards, although most of the storyboards 

contain some information about specific requirements and/or assumptions. Almost all the 

storyboards contain a categorization of one or more frames where reflection occurs in the 

story.  

The use of storyboards in MIRROR shows that it is possible to express meaningful and 

relevant reflection stories grounded in test-bed realities and needs by use of the storyboard 

template even in the cases where details for some reason cannot yet be provided.  

5.3.2 On the use of Power-Point for collecting requirements in MIRROR 

A lesson learned from the use of Power-Point and GoogleDocs as the „management tool‟ for 

requirements collection is that there are clear advantages and disadvantages to this 

approach.  

The downside of using Power-Point for this purpose is that synthesizing the collected 

information is very time consuming. To move the information in the storyboards from the 

Power-Point desktop areas into Word (Appendix A), necessary for getting an overview of the 
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content and for writing of D1.3, it was necessary to cut and paste all the information from the 

various parts of the desktop area of each frame in each storyboard. Also there was no way of 

automatically aggregating the information from the various fields (e.g. categorization, 

requirements, and assumptions).    

On the positive side, Power-Point and GoogleDocs are mainstream tools. Most people are 

familiar with Power-Point, and as the work on the MIRROR requirements started, 

GoogleDocs was already in use in the project. The process of acquiring new tools, installing 

them and learning to use them, was thus avoided. Text editing and cut-and-paste of media 

elements, as needed in the development of the storyboards in Power-Point, are features 

familiar to most people. Accordingly, as opposed to getting the storyboards out of Power-

Point for the purpose of analysis and overview, getting the storyboards into Power-Point files 

was easy and convenient also for non-technical project partners. 
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6 Appendix A: The MIRROR storyboards, full 

versions with personas  

6.1 BT storyboards 

BT1:  Performance Review:  Frame 1 of 1 
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BT2:  New Idea:  Frame 1 of 1 
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BT3:  Virtual Team Meeting:  Frame 1 of 1 
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6.2 Infoman storyboards 

Infoman persona 1: Klaus 
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Infoman persona 2: Dominik 
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Infoman persona 3: Margret 
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IN1:  Harvesting App:  Frame 1 of 3 

 

    

IN1:  Harvesting App:  Frame 2 of 3 
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IN1:  Harvesting App:  Frame 3 of 3 
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IN2:  DoWeKnow:  Frame 1 of 3 
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IN2:  DoWeKnow:  Frame 2 of 3 
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IN2:  DoWeKnow:  Frame 3 of 3 
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IN3:  TaskDetection:  Frame 1 of 3 
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IN3:  TaskDetection:  Frame 2 of 3 
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IN3:  TaskDetection:  Frame 3 of 3 
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IN4:  TimelineApp:  Frame 1 of 3 
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IN4:  TimelineApp:  Frame 2 of 3 
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IN4:  TimelineApp:  Frame 3 of 3 
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6.3 NBN storyboards 

 

NBN persona 1: Mary 
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NBN persona 2: Danielle 
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NBN persona 3: Susanna 
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NBN persona 4: David 
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NB1 Medical specialist training: Frame 1 of 2 
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NB1 Medical specialist training: Frame 2 of 2 
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NB2 Optimizing documentation: Frame 1 of 3 
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NB2 Optimizing documentation: Frame 2 of 3 
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NB2 Optimizing documentation: Frame 3 of 3 
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NB3 Training and Serious Games 2 Lessons Learned: Frame 1 of 1 
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NB4 Complex Training  & Serious Games 3 – Use of App Developments: Frame 1 of 1 
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NB5 Patient/Relative Conversation Frame 1 of 1 
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NB6 Follow up workshop for serious games:  Frame 1 of 1 
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NB7 Daily Reflection Activities:  Frame 1 of 1 
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6.4 Regola storyboards 

Regola / Civil defense persona 1: Mario 

 

 

Regola/Civil defense persona 2: Stefano 
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Regola/Civil defense persona 3: Angela
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RE1:  Event Civil Protection:  Frame 1 of 5 
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RE1:  Event Civil Protection:  Frame 2 of 5 
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RE1:  Event Civil Protection:  Frame 3 of 5 
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RE1:  Event Civil Protection:  Frame 4 of 5 
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RE1:  Event Civil Protection:  Frame 5 of 5 
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RE2:  Challenging Driver Civil Protection:  Frame 1 of 5 

 

 

 

 

RE2:  Challenging Driver Civil Protection:  Frame 2 of 5 

 

RE2:  Challenging Driver Civil Protection:  Frame 3 of 5 
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RE2:  Challenging Driver Civil Protection:  Frame 4 of 5 

 

RE2:  Challenging Driver Civil Protection:  Frame 5 of 5 
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RE3:  Leading Volunteer 118 EMS:  Frame 1 of 3 
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RE3:  Leading Volunteer 118 EMS:  Frame 2 of 3 

 

RE3:  Leading Volunteer 118 EMS:  Frame 3 of 3 
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RE4:  Serious Games Training 118 EMS:  Frame 1 of 5 

 

RE4:  Serious Games Training 118 EMS:  Frame 2 of 5 

 

RE4:  Serious Games Training 118 EMS:  Frame 3 of 5 

 

RE4:  Serious Games Training 118 EMS:  Frame 4 of 5 

 

RE4:  Serious Games Training 118 EMS:  Frame 5 of 5 
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RE5:  Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS:  Frame 1 of 5 

 

 

RE5:  Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS:  Frame 2 of 5 
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RE5:  Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS:  Frame 3 of 5 

 

RE5:  Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS:  Frame 4 of 5 
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RE5:  Collecting and Sharing Specific Data 118 EMS:  Frame 5 of 5 
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6.5 RNHA storyboards 

RNHA persona 1: Martha Manager 

Martha is the manager of Elm Street Nursing Care Home. Originally qualified as a 
Registered Nurse after school, she is now 55 years old, and has been working in the 
care home for almost 20 years, since her children went to senior school. She has 
worked her way up, although never planned this career path.  

A lot has changed for Martha since she returned 
to caring. Lots of bureaucracy, lots of new rules 
and regulations, and computers seem to be 
involved in everything. She remembers the days 
when social care was about talking to people. 
Now it seems to be about talking to computers. 
Don‟t get her wrong…. she can see the benefit 
of computers, but they‟re not easy to use are 
they? Although the “young ones” don‟t seem to 
have a problem.  

 

She has asked her grandchildren for help on a 
couple of occasions, but she doesn‟t want to 
appear ignorant – she is a manager after all! She‟s 
a bit anxious that the computers will pass her by. 
At 55 she was hoping to work another 10 years, 
but isn‟t sure she can keep up if the pace of 
change continues.  

“If only computers were easy to use”, she tells a 
researcher at the start of a project. 

 

RNHA persona 2: Olive Oldcarer 

Olive is also of the „old school‟ of carers. Apart from a few years away for maternity 
leave to have her 3 children, Olive has worked at Elm Street most of her working life. 
She‟s one of the old timers, and can remember when the Home was run by the local 

authority, before being sold to the current private 
owners some 15 years ago.  

Olive has learned at the “university of life” – by doing, 
and watching others doing. She doesn‟t like being 
taken away from her job, caring for residents, to 
attend the many training courses she is now required 
to attend.  

Even worse are the „distance-learning‟ courses on the 
internet for some of the new subjects – like the Mental 
Capacity Act. She tried the other day, but it was all too 
much, and eventually she had to work through it, 
helped by Nelly, on Nelly‟s laptop after work.  
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Olive is very impressed with Nelly‟s computer wizardry. Nelly is very impressed with 
Olive knowledge of caring. 

RNHA persona 3. Nelly Newcarer 

Nelly is a new carer. She started less than 6 
months ago, after trying working in a shop. 
She likes the „social life‟ among the staff.  
Although there are many older women who 
have been there “donkey‟s years”, there are 
also plenty of younger women, like her. She 
keeps in touch with them on Facebook, and 
checks regularly about them, and events at the 
Home, even when not on duty.  She didn‟t do 
too well at school, but likes caring for others, 
and it seems similar to when she had her gran 
live with them before she went into a Care 
Home a couple of years ago.  

Although it is a responsible job, and for little money, Nelly thinks she would like to 
stay in caring. She has started working on her NVQ2 (National Vocational 
Qualification in Social Care, Level 2). She likes all the training she attends and is 
keen to learn. She likes to reflect on her experiences. 

At 18 she has grown up with computers, in school and at home where her parents 
have always had them around the house. She asked for her laptop for her 18th 
birthday present. It helps with finding useful material for her work and with her writing 
– and Facebook of course. She hears that they will have to start using computers 
more at work, but doesn‟t believe it, as Olive has spoken against them.  

 

RNHA persona 4. Norma Nurse   

Norma Nurse is 30 years old. She qualified after 
school and wants to be manager. She is a senior 
carer at the Care Home, and specialises in 
Dementia Care. She intends to be a Care Home 
manager by the time she‟s 40.  

She is IT literate, supplementing her schooling in 
computers with other ICT experience through her 
professional training and personal interests – 
genealogy and cat-breeding. Her husband is an IT 
consultant.  

She has many ideas on how to “modernise” the 
organisation, which she tells to Martha, but few 
have been followed up.  

She owns an iPad and is a member of LinkedIn.  
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RNHA persona 5. Annie Admin 

Annie is also around 30 and originally 
started as a carer in the Care Home, about 5 
years ago. She didn‟t like it very much.  

However, she always enjoyed using 
computers in a previous office job, and 
applied to help in the Care Home office 
when the secretary was sick, and was 
accepted. She finds it useful to know “both 
sides” of the job, she says. She still 
undertakes many of the same care training courses as the caring staff and could 
cover if necessary. 

Although not a „technician‟ she is confident of maintaining computer systems if shown 
how, and provided with accurate information! 

RNHA persona 6. Ronnie Resident 

Ronnie is 78 years old and struggled to look after himself 
after his wife died 3 years ago. A former office supervisor, 
he likes routine and order, but was getting forgetful on his 
own. He likes musicals, to read detective stories, and has a 
daughter in the local police force.  

He has a large family, geographically dispersed all over 
England, and a brother in America. His daughter visits 
regularly, sometimes with grandchildren. They always seem 
so noisy.  

He has used computers before, at work, and seen them at 
family homes, but hasn‟t expressed an interest in using one 
since his admission to Elm Street.  

 
RNHA persona 7.  Doris Resident 

 Doris Resident (no relation) is 87. She has lived on her 
own in a „sheltered housing‟ complex for some years, but 
can no longer manage on her own. She has no family 
nearby. She has increasingly limited mobility, and arthritis 
in her hands, but her brain is still sharp. She is very social 
and is interested in current affairs. She likes to listen to 
classical music. She could talk all day long if someone 
was there to listen. Doris has never used a computer, 
though that has been due to lack of opportunity rather 
than fear. “Why not?” she says, if given the chance.  
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RN1:  Simple Training:  Frame 1 of 4 
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RN1:  Simple Training:  Frame 2 of 4 
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RN1:  Simple Training:  Frame 3 of 4 
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RN1:  Simple Training:  Frame 4 of 4 
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RN2:  Challenging Behaviour:  Frame 1 of 3 
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RN2:  Challenging Behaviour:  Frame 2 of 3 
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RN2:  Challenging Behaviour:  Frame 3 of 3 
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RN3:  Rummage Box:  Frame 1 of 3 
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RN3:  Rummage Box:  Frame 2 of 3 
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RN3:  Rummage Box:  Frame 3 of 3 
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 RN4:  Life History:  Frame 1 of 5 
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RN4:  Life History:  Frame 2 of 5 
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RN4:  Life History:  Frame 3 of 5 
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RN4:  Life History:  Frame 4 of 5 
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RN4:  Life History:  Frame 5 of 5 
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RN5:  Serious Games: Frame 1 of  3 
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RN5:  Serious Games: Frame 2 of  3 
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RN5:  Serious Games: Frame 3 of  3 
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RN6:  PaperTimeline Frame 1 of 6 
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RN6:  PaperTimeline Frame 2 of 6 
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RN6:  PaperTimeline Frame 3 of 6 
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RN6:  PaperTimeline Frame 4 of 6 
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RN6:  PaperTimeline Frame 5 of 6 
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RN6:  PaperTimeline Frame 6 of 6 
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7  Appendix B: MIRROR theory White Paper  

(included in D3.1, D4.1, D5.1, D6.1, D7.1 and D8.1) 

 

Shared theoretical background and key concepts in MIRROR 

White Paper to be included in the deliverables D3.1, D4.1, D5.1, D6.1, D7.1 and D8.1 

Birgit R. Krogstie (NTNU) 
Viktoria Pammer (KNOW), Kristin Knipfer and Daniel Wessel (KMRC), Michael Prilla (RUB) 

MIRROR Consortium 
 

Introduction 

The purpose of this White Paper is to summarize our current understanding of reflection in MIRROR 

and to provide a common set of basic concepts to apply across the deliverables D3.1, D4.1, D5.1, 

D6.1, D7.1 and D8.1. The text will be included in all these deliverables.  

The document is based on continuous work in the first year of MIRROR to identify and agree on a 

shared set of concepts. The White Paper does not include emerging theory based on the empirical 

work in MIRROR. The set of shared concepts will be refined over the course of the project. 

The document starts with an outline of concepts related to the individual process of reflection, 

followed by a section on reflective learning on individual, collaborative and organizational levels.  

Next the concept of reflection session is elaborated, providing a link to the MIRROR requirements 

process and the storyboards with test-bed specific requirements (to be documented in D1.3). Finally 

there is a section on the roles of tools in reflection, pointing towards the MIRROR design space. 

The reflection process 

Reflective learning refers to “those intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to 

explore their experiences in order to lead to new understandings and appreciations” (Boud et al. 

1985). In MIRROR we base our understanding of the process of reflective learning on the model of 

Boud et al (1985), in which the learner re-evaluates past experience by attending to its various 

aspects, thereby producing outcomes (Figure 1). This process is a core element in collaborative 

reflection and in organizational learning 

 

Figure 1: The process of reflective learning (Boud et al. 1985) 
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In everyday as well as academic language ‘experience’ refers both to single experiences (of specific 

events or situations) and general experience in the form of knowledge/skills/attitudes collected and 

developed over time.  Also, experience can be seen as a continuous “flow” of which people can be 

more or less conscious.  

In the reflective learning process (Figure 1) we can consider the experience returned to as a single 

experience or as a set of such single experiences.  A single experience is defined as the total 

response of a person to a situation, including behavior, ideas and feelings. Given the differences 

between individuals, the experience of one and the same event will be different in different persons. 

In the reflective process, the re-evaluation of experience requires generalization and abstraction 

from the concrete experiences as well as attention to their emotional aspects. The learners’ 

knowledge serves as a resource for – and outcome of - the re-evaluation.  

The outcome of reflective learning can be cognitive, affective, and/or behavioural.  A reflective 

process, through its outcome, always results in some “resolution”, even if the outcome does not 

necessarily have an immediate and/or measurable impact on the work practice in question. For our 

purposes (in MIRROR) we consider reflection and reflective learning to be the same thing. 

A key aspect in making a reflective process happen is the presence of triggers.  Triggers are 

unexpected situations (e.g. disturbances and perception of uncertainty, or positive situations like 

surprising success) creating awareness of discrepancy between expectations and the current 

experience. Reflection might be triggered by an external event or agent (external trigger/incident) or 

might develop from one’s own thinking (internal trigger/inner need to reflect).  

Reflective learning on individual, collaborative and organizational 

levels 

Reflection can take place individually and collaboratively. For reflection to be collaborative, the 

participants need to share experiences and relate to others’ experiences in their own reflection, 

resulting in a spiral-like interaction between individual and collaborative reflection. Collaborative 

reflection may be based on experiences of shared events and situations of collaboration between the 

participants, but also on individual experiences that are not related to the same events but are 

comparable through a shared context (e.g. experiences from similar, individual work tasks taking 

place at different times and/or different locations).  Individual and collaborative reflection has 

different advantages and can complement each other in workplace learning.  

Reflective learning can also be viewed on the level of the organization. Organizational learning , an 

organization’s improvement of its task performance over time (Argyris and Schön 1996), can be seen 

as a consequence of the learning taking place in individuals and teams in the organization in the 

context of their work, e.g. through a bottom-up learning process.  Learning in an organization is also 

framed by the organization’s top-down management of its processes, which may be more or less 

explicit about the role of informal learning and employees’ reflection on work experience. 

Management in an organization may reflect on their own performance (and that of the organization) 

on the basis of data from the organization; this data may originate in processes of work but also in 

processes of reflection through which the employees share their ideas and views.   
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In workplace learning, reflection and problem solving can be seen as closely related and feeding into 

each other (D. Schön  1983). 

The reflection session 

By reflection session we refer to a time-limited activity framing and supporting processes of 

reflection. Reflection sessions range from the small, individual, spontaneous pause in between work 

tasks to the scheduled, elaborately organized and facilitated workshop in a team.  Key dimensions 

that can be used to characterize reflection sessions are Objectives, Content, Process, Outcomes, 

Support, and Timing. These dimensions, to be elaborated below, are not completely independent. 

Objectives  

The objective(s) of a reflection session link the reflection to work processes. The objectives may be 

more or less explicit. Objectives can be characterized in more detail outlining whether they are on 

individual, team and/or organization/management level, in which specific work/business processes 

and the objective(s) originate (e.g. day-to-day needs of individual work practice, plan for individual 

competence development,..), to which roles they relate, and what are the more specific goals (e.g. 

related to sense making, problem solving, improvement or performance)  

Content 

By content we refer to ‘the thing reflected upon’. The content can be characterized in more detail by 

outlining whether the reflection is addressing individual experience and/or shared experience (e.g. 

among the members of a work team), whether the reflection is addressing a single experience 

and/or a set of experiences, whether the reflection is concerned with one work process or issues 

that span several work processes, which work process(es) are in focus, and whether other 

representations of the relevant work practice (e.g. best practices, standards, simulations such as in a 

serious game) are being used in the re-evaluation of the experience 

Process 

This refers to how the activities in the reflection session are being conducted. These processes can be 

individual and/or collaborative.  

Outcomes 

This refers to the results of the reflection session, e.g. what is being produced, some of which may be 

planned and some unplanned. In characterizing the outcomes of a reflection session, the following 

should be considered: Which articulated knowledge is developed/constructed (e.g. lessons learned, 

creative solutions, proposed changes to certain work processes, and refined/annotated/aggregated 

data from a work process), which artifacts are produced (e.g. reports and personal notes), to which 

roles and processes the outcomes are relevant, which knowledge and artifacts are intended to be 

shared (and with whom), and what are the actual changes in work practices 

Support  

This refers to support or scaffolding for reflection, which can be provided by a human coach/ 

facilitator and/or by tools. Support can be characterized by the way access to data from the work 

process is being provided (subject to numerous considerations regarding availability, privacy, 

representation/presentation, sharing etc.) by the roles in the reflection session (e.g. is there a 
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facilitator), by the procedural support (e.g. guidance through certain steps), by the support for 

articulating and sharing knowledge within the reflection session and in the creation of its outcomes, 

and by the specific techniques/approaches used (such as creativity techniques and serious games). 

Timing 

This refers to when the reflection session takes place, in particular how it is scheduled with respect 

to work processes.  It also refers to the duration of the session. The timing can be characterized by 

outlining to what extent the reflection session is separate from, or intertwined/concurrent with, the 

work process (If reflection happens in frequent, small steps, e.g. in between work tasks, it may be 

convenient to consider these steps together as one reflection session), whether the session is a pre-

scheduled activity or initiated upon need or convenience, and what are the criteria and conditions 

for starting and terminating the session. The start of a session may for instance be based on the 

learners’ initiative (e.g. on the occurrence of a trigger for a reflective process) and/or on some form 

of prompting. The termination of the session may be based on time allocated/elapsed, the 

occurrence of certain events in the work process, the completion of certain outcomes, etc. 

The roles of tools in reflection at work 

Tools may have different roles in supporting reflection at work (Krogstie 2009). Two key categories of 

tool use are gathering data from the work process and providing support for the reflection session.  

Tool support for a reflection session includes providing access to data from the work process. Some 

of this data may serve to trigger reflection, other data may be used to make sense of (recall, 

reconstruct) the experience(s) in question. Tool support for the reflection session may also take the 

form of process guidance, e.g. guide its steps. Further, tools may support the articulation and 

sharing of knowledge in a reflection session and in producing outcomes of value to the surrounding 

work and business processes. 

Finally, in considering support for reflection we need to consider tools that support the work 

process more broadly, since tool use in day-to-day work and reflection may be closely intertwined 

and one may impact on the other. 
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8 Appendix C: Guidelines for documentation of 

requirements 

 

Collection of high level requirements in MIRROR 

Version 2, 28 February 2011  

 

 

 

This document describes the format of the MIRROR high level requirements to be 

provided by each test-bed partner in collaboration with the technical partners. The 

document also outlines key steps in the process of identifying the requirements. 

 

Deadline for submitting the high level requirements is 15 April 2011  

(with possibilities for minor updates until 15 May). 

Responsible: The test-bed partners. 

 

 

The document has been developed by NTNU and City. 

 

Contents 

Rationale and main elements of the requirements process..................................................XX 

Requirement types................................................................................................................X.X 

Key steps in the process of identifying high-level requirements in the test-

beds...................X.X 

Deliverables from each test-bed partner................................................................................XX 

1) One or more storyboards, each consisting of max 6 frames 

2) A description of a set of personas representing different types of users...................XX 

Dates and deadlines..............................................................................................................XX 

Baseline glossary for the MIRROR storyboards....................................................................XX 

 

Please note that key terms in this document are explained in the glossary on page XX. 
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Rationale and main elements of the requirements process 

 

The main objective of Task 1.3 in MIRROR is to identify a set of high level requirements for 

MIRROR solutions, to be reported in D1.3 (User Scenarios and Requirements). The high 

level requirements will be collected and analyzed as part of WP1, whereas the more detailed 

requirements for MIRROR apps will be collected by the technical partners as part of the 

scientific work packages.  

The high level requirements for each test-bed should be developed by teams consisting of 

the test-bed partner and the technical partners exploring solutions/apps in the test-bed. 

A key structuring element of the requirements process is the set of storyboards developed 

in the creativity workshops in October 2010 and later refined. The storyboards show aspects 

of the to-be situation when MIRROR solutions are used in the test-beds to support reflective 

learning in the workplace. 

By using the storyboards to structure the requirements process we utilize the work that has 

already been conducted and maintain test-bed ownership of the key artifacts describing the 

test-bed specific requirements. The planned app activities in the test-beds in February-April 

are all linked to the current storyboards. 

To get a step further, the storyboards will now be refined and elaborated with a focus on 

reflection sessions, individual or collaborative, where MIRROR solutions (in the to-be 

situation) have a role in supporting reflective learning.  

The requirements associated with the reflection sessions will largely be user requirements 

stating what the user shall be able do and achieve in the sessions. The requirements will be 

categorized according to a set of requirement types.  Also, assumptions (facts important to 

the system) related to the requirements should be described. 

To explore the needs and potential behaviours of different types of users of MIRROR 

solutions, a set of personas should be developed for each storyboard (see the next section). 

The personas will aid the identification of requirements in each test-bed and also aid the 

discovery of characteristics, similarities and differences among MIRROR users and user 

groups across test-beds. 

The key parts of the collaboration infrastructure for developing and sharing the storyboards in 

the project are GoogleDocs  and Power-Point, both of which are tools which are familiar 

and easily accessible to the project partners. With regard to Power-Point, we use templates 

and exploit the Notes area as well as the „desktop‟ area outside the slide, e.g. for adding rich 

media elements (pictures etc.) 
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Requirement types 

 

Requirement types describe the types of qualities that stakeholders want from the MIRROR 

solutions. Therefore most are user requirements on the human actors:  

 

Behaviour: The desired behaviours - tasks, activities and operations - of an actor in the 

storyboard  

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app  

 

Performance: The desired times and/or throughput rates that an actor should be able to 

undertake  

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app in less 

than 10 seconds  

 

Usability: The desired levels of tolerable user errors and frequencies of error  

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app with less 

than one error per shift  

 

Training: The minimum or maximum tolerated levels of training about the MIRROR apps 

and/or related work activities  

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app with less 

than 15 minutes training  

 

Availability: The minimum required levels of access that stakeholders have to MIRROR 

apps and related work activities  

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app at all 

times of day and night shifts  

 

Maintainability: The minimum acceptable levels of time and resources needed to upgrade 

of MIRROR apps  

Example: One care staff member shall upgrade the MIRROR app within 10 minutes  

 

Recoverability: The minimum acceptable levels of time and resources needed to repair a 

MIRROR app  

Example: One care staff member shall repair the MIRROR app within 10 minutes  

 

Portability: The platforms, devices and operating systems that a MIRROR app should be 

required to run on  

Example: One care staff member shall be able to use the MIRROR app on an iPhone 4 

device  

 

Safety: The minimum levels of safety that a person using a MIRROR app and related work 

activities should be exposed to  

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app at all 

times of day and night shifts without endangering residents  

 

Security: The minimum levels of security that a person using a MIRROR app and related 

work activities should be exposed to. (Note that privacy is included here). 

Example: The care staff shall enter the resident observations into the MIRROR app without 
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sharing the observation with another person  

 

The following two requirement types are more system requirements, rather than user 

requirements. Use sparingly:  

 

Reliability: The minimum levels of failure that MIRROR apps and related systems should 

demonstrate  

Example: The MIRROR app shall enable carers to enter observations reliably  

 

Look-and-feel: The adherence to specified standards, use of colours, adoption of designs 

required of the MIRROR app  

Example: The MIRROR app shall adhere to the design guidelines of the Risby Care Home 

Key steps in the process of identifying high-level 

requirements in the test-beds  

 

The following are the key steps that we recommend you follow in developing the high-level 

requirements: 

  (Re-)establish the storyboard working group to include the test-bed partner as 

well as the technical partners involved in app-related activities in the test-bed.  

 

 The test-bed develops a set of personas representing the typical users in their 

storyboard. A persona is an invented person who should be given a name and be 

described with enough information to serve as a believable character (with goals, 

interests, maybe a brief life history,..). If for instance a particular user group in a test-

bed is characterized by having some novices and some more experienced members, 

and this difference is likely to have an impact on the needs for reflections support, 

one persona may be developed for each of these groups (e.g. “Joe” the novice and 

“Jane” the experienced employee). When requirements are discussed among the 

partners, personas like Joe and Jane can be referred to in order to understand 

different needs, constraints and possibilities (e.g. “What would Joe want to do here?” 

“How would Jane react to this?”). In refining the understanding of the requirements it 

is useful to consider (and describe) scenarios where the differences between Joe and 

Jane might have an impact on the requirements.   

 

Describing the personas is best done by the test-bed partners because they know 

what characterizes their user groups and types of users within these groups. The 

technical partners may help refine the personas if required. (Of course, the use of 

personas are not intended to replace real users in the app-related studies!) 

 

The template for creating personas which was used in the Aposdle project (with some 

examples) can be found in the file Persona template and examples from Aposdle. 

You may use it, change it or use another template as you see fit. 

 

For a more thorough explanation personas are and how they can be used to aid 

software development, see the research paper 

Miller_Williams_2006_personas_moving_beyond_role_based_requirements_enginee
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ring  

 

 The storyboard working groups should decide on the number of storyboards, 

i.e. whether their current storyboard should be divided into two or more storyboards.  

One recommended way of doing this is to identify key user goals (e.g. in a simple 

hierarchy) and develop a storyboard for each one. Not in any case should a 

storyboard contain more than six frames.  Place different reflection sessions in 

different storyboard frames.  

 

As a tool to develop the storyboard(s) use the Power-Point template found in the file 

MIRRORpowerpointStoryboardTemplate. Instructions can be found on the first slide 

of the template and in the Deliverables section of this document. 

 

A file containing an example storyboard made with the Power-Point template will be 

made available in the same folder. 

 

 Use the personas actively to explore and refine the requirements.  Consider how 

Jane and Joe would behave, e.g. based on their prior knowledge, experience and 

objectives. When you find differences between personas that have implications for 

the requirements, remember to document them as part of the description of the 

storyboard frame. 

 

 After the first version of the requirements has been made, be sure to update/refine 

them later based on the new knowledge you gain from studies in the test-bed. 

Templates and other resources can be found in the GoogleDocs folder 

WP1 – Reflection model and user studies  > Task 1 3 Requirements > Storyboards with 

requirements > Templates and Information 
 

Deliverables from each test-bed partner 

 

The deliverable from each test-bed partner should contain 1) one or more storyboards, and 

2) a set of personas. 

1) One or more storyboards, each consisting of max 6 frames.  

 
Each storyboard frame (=  slide) that contains a reflection session should hold the 

following information (see Figure 1): 

 

A High-level description - This field (the slide itself) serves the same purpose as the 

storyboard frames in the storyboard sheets from the creativity workshop. You can draw, use 

images, text, clipart, shapes, etc.  

 

A Categorization of the session, where the reflection process should be specified to be 

individual or collaborative; the scope (e.g. the work reflected upon) to be individual work, 

teamwork or management / organizational learning; and the content to be own experience, 

others‟ experience and/or best practice / formal work process.   
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Rich media area – Use this to add any supporting media like pictures of the real world of 

what the storyboard is describing, clipart, videos etc.  Feel free to use as you see fit. The 

intention is to allow you to make the storyboard as rich as possible. (You may even consider 

including data from the user studies if appropriate.) 

 

Textual description (the Notes area) – Use this to describe in words what is happening in the 

storyboard frame. Different persona scenarios (e.g. when Jane or Joe participate in this 

reflection session) having consequences for the requirements can also be included here. 

 

Assumptions and Requirements – Each requirement  describes a quality that a stakeholder 

wants from the MIRROR solution. For each requirement, the requirement type should be 

specified; please select among the alternatives on pp 3-4.  Also outline any associated 

assumptions about the world that have to be true for the actions in the frame to happen. 

 

 

Figure 1: The elements/concents of a storyboard frame (powerpoint slide) describing a reflection 

session 

For each storyboard frame that does not contain a reflection session, please fill in the 

High-level description and, if desired, the Rich media area and the Textual description. If the 

frame describes activity where MIRROR solutions are used for collecting data for a 

later reflection session, you should describe Requirements (with Requirement types and 

Assumptions) associated with the gathering of data. (However, keep in mind that the general 

focus of the storyboards and the associated requirements is reflection and how we support it, 

so avoid trying to specify the requirements for all aspects of the work process!). 

Each storyboard file should be named in the following way: <test-

bedname>_Storyboard_<storyboardname> (e.g. 
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RNHA_Storyboard_DealingWithChallengingBehaviour). 

 

2) A description of a set of personas representing main types of actors 

within each role   

(or, in other words, main types of users within each user group) 

The file containing the descriptions of the personas should be named in the following way: 

<test-bedname>_Personas 

Dates and deadlines 

 

The deadline for making the documents with storyboards and personas available on 

GoogleDocs in their complete versions is Friday 15 April 2011 (i.e. just before Easter). 

Responsible: The test-bed partners. 

This date has been set based on the need to consolidate the requirements and conduct initial 

analysis before the General Assembly (GA2) 11-12 May.  

At the GA2, the consolidated requirements will be presented in the form of a draft of D1.3 

(User Scenarios and Requirements). The feedback and discussions from the partners during 

and after the GA2 will serve as input for further work on the deliverable. The final (external) 

deadline for D1.3 is 30 September 2011. 

Importantly, minor changes and updates of the requirements in the storyboard documents 

can be made until 15 May.  

Baseline glossary for the MIRROR storyboards 

Actor - Someone/something acting in the world. In the context of the MIRROR storyboards, 

this will typically be a person working in a test-bed organization.  

Assumption - A true statement about the problem domain. This is not a statement 

that you are seeking to make true through the introduction of the system (these are 

requirement statements) but a statement describing a fact important to the system. 

Consider the following example taken from our ongoing work with the RNHA. The 
requirement is: 

- The carer shall enter resident observations into the mobile device. 

Assumption statements related to this requirement are: 

- The carer takes the device with him/her to resident rooms; 

- The care home provides wireless access in resident rooms; 

- The carer has time away from the resident to enter the observations. 

The storyboard files and the persona descriptions should be uploaded to the GoogleDocs 

folder  

WP1 – Reflection model and user studies > Task 1 3 Requirements > Storyboards with requirements 

(link: 
https://docs.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0&pli=1#folders/folder.0.0B96dI87ecMbFNDYwZTFmOGMtNjIyYS00Y2RiLTkzYjgtMTgyZmZlNDE2O

TUx) 

https://docs.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0&pli=1#folders/folder.0.0B96dI87ecMbFNDYwZTFmOGMtNjIyYS00Y2RiLTkzYjgtMTgyZmZlNDE2OTUx
https://docs.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0&pli=1#folders/folder.0.0B96dI87ecMbFNDYwZTFmOGMtNjIyYS00Y2RiLTkzYjgtMTgyZmZlNDE2OTUx
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Frame – A step in the story containing an action that is triggered by an event. May contain 

a reflection session (where MIRROR solutions are used to help the actor reflect).   

Persona – A character representing a stereotypical actor within a role, e.g. a novice nurse or 

an experienced nurse. For each role it is recommended to develop a set of personas broadly 

covering the relevant variation within the group, e.g. key differences likely to have an impact 

on the users‟ requirements on the MIRROR solutions. 

Reflection session – An event in which processes of reflective learning take place, possibly 

supported by MIRROR solutions. (A reflection session may be short or long, and more or 

less integrated with the work process temporally and spatially. Thus, an individual session of 

reflecting on work-related data in between work tasks may be considered a reflection 

session, and the same goes for a one-day reflection workshop in a team). In a reflection 

session, the Reflection process may be individual or collaborative, the Scope (e.g. the level 

of work reflected upon) may be individual work, teamwork or management/organizational 

learning, and the Content (on which the MIRROR solutions help provide adequate data) may 

be own experience, others‟ experience and best practice (e.g. as outlined in formal work 

descriptions). (see also the introduction part of the document Framing our current 

understanding of reflection in MIRROR_v0_1; 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KOY8bKUKTm-w91NyTztxUF7_uY56Ie0bGe2rlzf6lok/edit?hl=en&pli=1#)  

Requirement  –  A quality that a stakeholder wants from the MIRROR solution. The 

requirements associated with the MIRROR storyboards will mainly be user requirements, 

e.g. requirements expressed on the form  “The <role> shall…”, stating what the user shall be 

able to do. 

Requirement type – Describes a type of qualities that stakeholders want from the MIRROR 

solutions. Most are user requirements on the human actors; exceptions are Reliability and 

Look-and-feel requirements (see the list of requirement types). 

Scenario – An instance-level description of what we require to happen (e.g. in a reflection 

session) when the actor is a specific persona in a particular context. E.g. in a given reflection 

session the novice nurse might behave differently from the experienced one and need 

different types of support. To understand the requirements for a reflection session, it is 

recommended to consider scenarios for the different personas. 

Stakeholder – Any role affected directly or indirectly by the introduction of a MIRROR 

solution. 

Storyboard – A sequence of frames outlining a story in which an actor achieves a goal 

related to his role (e.g. as a nurse).   

User - an actor in a role (e.g. nurse) for which MIRROR solutions will support reflection 

User group –The set of users who have the same role in an organization (e.g. nurses)  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KOY8bKUKTm-w91NyTztxUF7_uY56Ie0bGe2rlzf6lok/edit?hl=en&pli=1
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9 Appendix D: Process, scope and content of 

reflection in the MIRROR storyboards 

This appendix summarizes the results of the analysis of the storyboards with respect to key 

dimensions of reflective learning. The results are presented in Chapter 3 as part of 

summarizing the storyboards; this appendix presents the same contents in a tabular fashion 

covering all the storyboards to facilitate comparison and overview. 

The resulting tables can provide insight on what we are currently addressing in the MIRROR 

storyboards, and also serve as an aid to seeing what we will still be addressing within a 

subset of storyboards e.g. resulting from a prioritization process. 

For an explanation of the concepts in the tables, see the introduction to Chapter 3. 

The following notation has been used in the table:  

x - categorization as indicated in the original storyboard 

(x)  - categorization not indicated in the original storyboard, but the story 

suggests the categorization could be made 

?  - categorization indicated in the original storyboard that is not evident 

from the story in its current form,  

9.1 Individual and collaborative reflection in the storyboards 

The following table shows which storyboards address individual reflection processes and 

which address collaborative ones. 

Table 26: Individual and collaborative reflection in the storyboards 

  Individual reflection 

process 

Collaborative reflection 

process 

BT1 Performance review x  

BT2 New idea x ? 

BT3 Virtual team meeting x x 

IN1 HarvestingApp x x 

IN2 DoWeKnow x x 

IN3 TaskDetection x x 

IN4 TimelineApp x  

NB1 Medical specialist 

training 

x  

NB2 Optimizing 

documentation 

x (x) 
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NB3 Training & Serious 

Games 2 Lessons 

Learned 

? x 

NB4 Training & Serious 

Games 3 Use of App 

Developments 

x x 

NB5 Patient/Relative 

Conversation 

x x 

NB6 Follow up workshop 

for serious games 

 x 

NB7 Daily reflection 

activities 

x x 

RE1 Event Civil Protection x x 

RE2 Challenging Driver 

Civil Protection 

x x 

RE3 Leading Volunteer 

118 EMS 

x x 

RE4 Serious Games 

Training 118 EMS 

x  

RE5 Collecting and 

Sharing Specific Data 

118 EMS 

x x 

RN1 SimpleTraining x x 

RN2 ChallengingBehaviour x x 

RN3 RummageBox x x 

RN4 LifeHistory x  

RN5 SeriousGames x x 

RN6 PaperTimeline x x 

9.2 Learning on the individual, team and organizational level in the 

storyboards 

The following table shows which storyboards address learning on an individual level, on a 

team level, and on the level of the organization.  

Table 27: Reflection on the individual, team and organizational level in the storyboards 

  Individual level Team level Org. level 
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BT1 Performance review x  x 

BT2 New idea x ? ? 

BT3 Virtual team meeting x x ? 

IN1 HarvestingApp x x x 

IN2 DoWeKnow   x 

IN3 TaskDetection x  x 

IN4 TimelineApp x (x) x 

NB1 Medical specialist 

training 

x   

NB2 Optimizing 

documentation 

x  x 

NB3 Training & Serious 

Games 2 Lessons 

Learned 

x x (x) 

NB4 Training & Serious 

Games 3 Use of App 

Developments 

x x  

NB5 Patient/Relative 

Conversation 

x x  

NB6 Follow up workshop 

for serious games 

(x) x  

NB7 Daily reflection 

activities 

x   

RE1 Event Civil Protection (x) x  

RE2 Challenging Driver 

Civil Protection 

x x (x) 

RE3 Leading Volunteer 

118 EMS 

x x  

RE4 Serious Games 

Training 118 EMS 

x   

RE5 Collecting and 

Sharing Specific Data 

118 EMS 

x x  

RN1 SimpleTraining x x  
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RN2 ChallengingBehaviour x x  

RN3 RummageBox x   

RN4 LifeHistory x   

RN5 SeriousGames x x x 

RN6 PaperTimeline x   

9.3 Content of reflection in the storyboards 

The following table shows which storyboards are about reflection on one‟s own experience, 

on others‟ experience, and on best practices (e.g. as outlined in formal work process 

descriptions). 

Table 28: Content of reflection in the storyboards 

  Own experience Others’ 

experience 

Best practice / 

formal work 

process 

descriptions 

BT1 Performance review x x  

BT2 New idea x x  

BT3 Virtual team meeting x x  

IN1 HarvestingApp x (x) x 

IN2 DoWeKnow  x  

IN3 TaskDetection x (x) x 

IN4 TimelineApp x (x) x 

NB1 Medical specialist 

training 

x   

NB2 Optimizing 

documentation 

x (x) x 

NB3 Training & Serious 

Games 2 Lessons 

Learned 

x x (x) 

NB4 Training & Serious 

Games 3 Use of App 

Developments 

x x (x) 

NB5 Patient/Relative x x (x) 
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Conversation 

NB6 Follow up workshop 

for serious games 

x x (x) 

NB7 Daily reflection 

activities 

(x) x  

RE1 Event Civil Protection x x (x) 

RE2 Challenging Driver 

Civil Protection 

x x  

RE3 Leading Volunteer 

118 EMS 

x x x 

RE4 Serious Games 

Training 118 EMS 

x (x) x 

RE5 Collecting and 

Sharing Specific Data 

118 EMS 

x x x 

RN1 SimpleTraining x x x 

RN2 ChallengingBehaviour x x x 

RN3 RummageBox x x  

RN4 LifeHistory  x  

RN5 SeriousGames x x x 

RN6 PaperTimeline x x  
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10  Appendix E: The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the 

storyboards 

In this appendix we provide an overview of some ways the various reflection tools, e.g. the 

MIRROR Apps, are used in the storyboards. We distinguish three broad categories of tool 

use in the stories: 

- Collecting data 

- Making data available for reflection  

- Supporting the reflection session 

Based on the specific tool use seen in the stories we refine the three categories into 

subcategories of tool use in the following way: 

Collecting data is divided into prompting data collection, performing data collection, and 

supporting the sharing of collected data. 

Making data available for reflection is divided into contextualizing data and presenting data. 

Supporting the reflection session is divided into prompting the reflection process, guiding the 

steps of the reflection process and supporting articulation and information sharing. 

An „other‟ category has been included to capture roles of tools that do not seem to fit within 

any of the other categories, and which may point to new categories of tool use. Further, in 

some cases the role of a tool within each category is characterized with an additional 

comment, if found to be of particular interest.  

The categorization of tool use can be seen as a step in the process of refining our 

understanding about the various roles tools can take in supporting reflection, with 

implications for the MIRROR Model of Computer Supported Reflective Learning. At the 

current stage, the categories should not be seen as exhaustive. For instance, we know that 

the use of serious games as well as the relationship between reflection and creative problem 

solving indicate a need to refine the understanding of the various roles reflection tools can 

take.   
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10.1 The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the BT storyboards 

# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Support the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collection 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

BT1 Perform-

ance 

review 

Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach 

Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach, 

Mood Map 

App, 

Thought 

Well 

 Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach 

(identifies 

trends 

across 

several data 

sources) 

Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach 

Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach 

Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach 

 Decision 

support 

(Virtual-

Reflection-

Coach) 

BT2  New 

Idea 

 Thought-

Well 

 Thought-Well 

(identify 

relevant 

data 

sources) 

Thought-Well  

(provide 

pointers to 

relevant 

data 

sources) 

 Thought-Well  Decision 

support 

(Thought 

well)  

BT3 Virtual 

team 

meeting 

MoodMap-

App 

MoodMap-

App 

MoodMap-

App 

MoodMap-

App 

(aggregate 

data) 

MoodMap-

App 

 MoodMapAp

p  

 ?? data 

providers <> 

reflecting 

learner? 

Table 29: The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the BT storyboards 
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10.2 The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the Infoman storyboards 

# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Support the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collect-

ion 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

IN1 Harvest-

ing App 

 SeeMe-

Editor; 

Harvesting 

App 

(integrating 

tools used 

to collect 

data) 

Harvesting 

App  

Harvesting 

App (getting 

data from 

annotated 

PPT or 

video); 

Feedback 

App (propos-

ing other, 

relevant 

data) 

Harvesting-

App, SeeMe 

Editor 

(possibly 

integrated in 

the Harv-

esting App), 

Feedback 

App 

(pointing to 

other data 

sources) 

Feedback 

App ? 

 Harvesting 

App  

(making 

comments 

to data 

collected by 

colleagues) 

 

IN2 DoWe-

Know 

DoWeKnow

App 

DoWeKnow 

App 

DoWeKno

wApp 

(optional) 

DoWeKnowA

pp (based on 

user’s 

question 

pointing to 

resource/per

son; also 

generating 

statistics) 

DoWeKnowA

pp 

    

IN3 Task-

Detect-

ion 

TaskDetecto

r 

TaskDetecto

r (automatic 

data 

collection) 

 TaskDetector 

(categor-

izing data, 

generating 

statistics; 

overlaying 

with data 

from 

calendar) 

TaskDetector   Task-

Detector 

(helping 

participants 

compare 

their 

statistics – 

but only by 

presenting 

info on 

individual 

devices?) 

 

IN4 Timeline 

App 

 TimelineApp  TimelineApp 

(links 

experiences 

to a process 

model, and 

various 

docs to the 

timeline) 

TimelineApp   TimelineApp 

(helping 

participants 

compare 

timelines, 

but only by 

presenting 

info on 

individual 

devices) 

The linking 

of elements 

in the 

timeline 

helps the 

user 

recognize 

trends/corre

lations 

Table 30: The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the Infoman storyboards 
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10.3 The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the NBN storyboards 

# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Support the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collection 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

NB

1 

Medical 

speci-

alist 

training 

 Mobile 

Capturing 

App 

Mobile 

Capturing 

App 

(automatic 

sharing 

with the 

Website 

Overview) 

Website 

Overview 

(present 

overview of 

all assistant 

physicians) 

Website 

Overview 

  Website 

Overview 

(can be used 

on 

communic-

ation board/ 

large touch 

screen) 

Website 

overview: 

supports 

manager’s 

overview + 

indiv 

reflection 

(alone or in 

appraisal 

interview 

with mgr) 

NB

2 

Optimizi

ng 

docume

ntation 

 Process 

App – 

mobile 

device 

(user can 

add textual 

information 

and tags) 

 Process App 

(contextual-

ize data in 

process/ 

process 

step (QMH); 

link data to 

tags) 

Process App 

- PC 

   The info in 

the Process 

App can be 

input to a 

general 

review of 

documentati

on processes 

NB

3 

Training 

and 

Serious 

Games2 

Lessons 

Learned 

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

(? saving 

players’ 

actions 

during the 

game?) 

Serious 

Games 

Training 

App 

(? Is 

capturing 

new stories 

part of the 

function-

ality?)  

(? saving 

players’ 

actions 

during the 

game?) 

Serious 

Games 

Training 

App  

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

(relate to 

stories/ 

patterms of 

difficult 

convers-

ations) 

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

 Serious 

Games 

Training App 

? (? walk-

throughs/ 

replays of 

game?) 

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

? (? walk-

throughs/ 

replays of 

game?) 

Supports 

indiv and 

team 

reflection on 

individual 

and 

collaborative 

action in the 

game.   

(experience 

data is also 

input to the 

develop-

ment of the 

game, also 

new 

versions) 

(table continues on the next page) 
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# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Support the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collection 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

NB

4 

Training 

and 

Serious 

Games3 

Use of 

App 

Devel-

opments 

Virtual 

Clinic/Emerg

ency Room 

(saving 

players’ 

actions 

during the 

game) 

Virtual 

Clinic/Emer

gency 

Room 

(saving 

players’ 

actions 

during the 

game) 

Virtual 

Clinic/Emer

gency 

Room 

Virtual 

Clinic/Emerg

ency Room 

(contextualiz

ation both in 

developmen

t and use of 

the tool. 

Shows Best 

Practice.) 

Virtual 

Clinic/Emerg

ency Room 

 Virtual 

Clinic/Emerg

ency Room 

(walk-

throughs/ 

replays of 

game?) 

Virtual 

Clinic/Emerg

ency Room 

(walk-

throughs/ 

replays of 

game?) 

Supports 

indiv and 

team 

reflection on 

individual 

and 

collaborative 

action in the 

game.   

(experience 

data is also 

input to the 

develop-

ment of the 

game, also 

new 

versions) 

NB

5 

Patient/

Relative 

Convers

ation 

CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

 CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

CLinIC 

Serious 

Game 

(considerati

ons similar 

to NB3 and 

NB4) 

NB

6 

Follow 

up work-

shop for 

serious 

games 

<any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

<any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

 

<any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

<any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

<any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

 <any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

<any of the 

games in 

NB3-5> 

(Annotation 

of scenes + 

commenting 

about 

preferable 

solutions) 

(cf. NB3-5) 

NB

7 

Daily 

reflect-

ion 

active-

ities 

 Digital pen 

and paper 

Digital pen 

and paper 

Tablet device 

(showing 

relevant info 

on ward 

round) 

Digital pen 

and paper / 

Tablet device 

  X (system 

receiving 

input from 

digital pens) 

(Sharing of 

notes/info 

on memo-

board) 

One name 

for this 

system? 

Table 31: The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the NBN storyboards 
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10.4 The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the Regola storyboards 

# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Scaffold the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collection 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

RE1 Event 

Civil 

Protect-

ion 

(NB 

‘Event 

System’ 

is a 

working 

title) 

 Event 

System (fed 

through 

handheld 

devices, 

including 

GPS pos, 

tweets, 

also data 

from 

environ-

mental 

sensors) 

Event 

System 

(through 

handheld 

device) 

Event 

System 

(Relate data 

to time, 

place, 

content type 

(e.g. tweets)  

Event 

System 

 Event 

System? 

(Allows 

navigation 

in 

place/time/c

ontent type) 

Event 

System (the 

user can 

comment on 

or rate info, 

and send 

interesting 

screenshots 

to 

colleagues 

+ manager) 

 

RE2 Chall-

enging 

Driver 

Civil 

Protect-

ion 

 

 

 

 

 

Which tools serve which specific roles has not been outlined in detail in these storyboards 

RE3 Leading 

Volunte

er 118 

EMS 

RE4 Serious 

Games 

Training 

118 EMS 

RE5 Collect-

ing and 

Sharing 

Specific 

Data 118 

EMS 

Table 32: The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the Regola storyboards 
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10.5 The roles of the reflection tools in the RNHA storyboards 

# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Support the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collection 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

RN

1 

Simple 

Training 

 Knowledge 

Store App 

(carers 

adding new 

‘learning 

opportuniti

es’ = 

experience

s) 

Knowledge 

Store App 

 Knowledge 

Store App 

(pointing to 

other Apps 

(=learning 

objects..?) 

providing 

knowledge 

about various 

topics) 

  ? ‘as part of 

the monthly 

reflection 

sessions, all 

the staff can 

explore 

their experi-

ences’ – 

tool aided? 

 

RN

2 

Challen

ging 

Behavio

ur 

 Challenging 

Behaviour 

App 

Challengin

g 

Behaviour 

App 

(sharing 

also with 

other care 

homes) 

Challenging 

Behaviour 

App 

(together 

with other 

homes 

building a 

repository of 

cases) 

Challenging 

Behaviour 

App 

  Challenging 

Behaviour 

App 

 

RN

3 

Rumma

ge Box  

 

 Life History 

App 

(extended 

from Life 

History 

RN4) (data 

collected 

as part of 

system 

admin) 

 Life History 

App ? 

(structuring 

the info to 

support 

navigation 

by 

residents, 

relatives and 

staff) 

Life History 

App – tablet 

preferred 

 Life History 

App 

(chronology 

provides 

some 

support for 

the session) 

Life History 

App (core 

element in 

reminisce-

ence 

sessions 

with 

residents – 

a kind of 

reflection?!) 

 

RN

4 

Life 

History 

Life History 

App ? 

(alerting 

about 

things like a 

birthday) 

Life History 

App (data 

collected 

as part of 

system 

admin) 

 Life History 

App ? 

(structuring 

the info to 

support 

navigation 

by staff) 

Life History 

App 

  Life History 

App 

(resident 

reviews + 

staff 

‘reflection 

sessions’) 

 

(table continues on the next page) 
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# Name Data collection Make data available for 

reflection 

Support the reflection session Other 

Prompt 

data 

collection 

Collect 

data 

Support 

sharing 

of 

collecte

d data 

Contextua

lize data 

Present 

data 

Prompt 

reflection 

process 

Guide 

steps 

Support 

articul-

ation and 

info 

sharing 

RN

5 

Serious 

Games 

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

? 

(saving 

players’ 

actions 

during the 

game?) 

Serious 

Games 

Training 

App 

(data 

collected 

from the 

Knowledge 

Store App 

in the 

developme

nt/refineme

nt of the 

game)  

(? saving 

players’ 

actions 

during the 

game?) 

Serious 

Games 

Training 

App  

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

(e.g. relate 

experiences 

to choices/ 

prioritations

) 

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

 Serious 

Games 

Training App 

? (walk-

throughs/ 

replays of 

game?) 

Serious 

Games 

Training App 

? (walk-

throughs/ 

replays of 

game?) 

Supports 

indiv and 

team 

reflection on 

individual 

and 

collaborative 

action in the 

game.   

(experience 

data is also 

input to the 

develop-

ment of the 

game, also 

new 

versions) 

RN

6 

Paper-

Timeline 

 PaperTimeli

ne 

PaperTimel

ine (e.g. 

via other 

tools e.g. 

Twitter, 

email) 

PaperTImelin

e, Timeline 

App (both 

help relate 

info to time 

+ 

tags/categor

ies) 

PaperTimelin

be, 

TimelineApp 

  PaperTimelin

e, 

TimelineApp 

(on mobile 

devices and 

computer-

enabled 

table) 

 

Table 33: The roles of the MIRROR Apps in the RNHA storyboards 
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11 Appendix F: Implications for requirements from 

the MIRROR design studies  

This appendix summarizes in a tabular fashion findings/insights from the design studies that 

are presented in detail in the deliverables D3.1, D5.1, D6.1, D7.1 and D8.1 and that have 

relevance to the MIRROR requirements. We have also included relevant insights from the 

focus group studies presented in D4.1. 

11.1 WP3 – Capturing learning experiences 

11.1.1 Design study WP3/1: Capturing and Visualizing Mood 

The study is described in D3.1. 

Technology explored TimelineApp (mobile device + web interface) and a Nabaztag rabbit 

(ambient device in the shape of a rabbit that can change colour + 

position of ears) 

Location (test-bed) Not in a test-bed, but tested with the participants of a 3-day MIRROR 

consortium-wide meeting 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

BT3 Virtual Meeting (collecting mood data from participants, showing 

aggregated data) 

IN4 TimelineApp 

RN6 Paper Timeline (combining digital paper and pen with the use of a 

computer devices) 

User group(s) Meeting participants / presenters. (Researchers) 

Research focus  Integration of technologies.  

Collection and meaningful aggregation of mood data 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

Meeting participants can provide feedback to the one leading the 

meeting.  

The immediately available, aggregated mood data may guide the 

presenter/meeting leader there and then (e.g. about proceeding in the 

same way or changing plans/approach for the presentation/meeting). 

Stakeholders not present in the meeting may get informed remotely 

about the state of affairs.  

All participants may reflect after the meeting on what works well and not 

so well with the current organization of the meeting. Lessons learned for 

other meetings can be extracted.  

Other tools involved 

 

 

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

A type of meeting which the participants will have again on several 

occasions; makes it relevant to learn what works and not. 
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Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

During the meeting the presenters checked the rabbit against their talk at 

least once during their presentation. During the meetings, it was the web 

interface that was most actively used to provide data (e.g. moods, 

pictures, tags).  During breaks and informal meetings the smart phone-

based interface was most used. The ambient visualizations provoked 

both ethical and technical discussions. 

Partners not directly involved in the development of the integration have 

expressed interest in enabling their own applications to provide mood-

status and visualization.  

Wearable sensors can be used to collect mood status. 

It is acknowledged in the health-related and person-centred test-beds 

that moods and stress level are critical elements in health-related work 

and deeply affects work practices. 

User feedback included the viewpoint that it is important to agree what to 

share, and that the application should give the user a clear message 

about how to use it. 

The Nabaztag catches the attention of the audience, but during most of 

the time on the first day, people tended to forget it. 

11.1.2 Design study WP3/2: At the Neurological Clinic Bad Neustadt 

The study is described in D3.1 Chapter 7. 

Technology explored Wearable sensors (body sensors) 

Environment/tool for visualizing the stress data (e.g. heart rate curves on 

various levels of detail) 

Location (test-bed)  

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

None 

User group(s) Medical staff (4 doctors + 4 nurses)  

Research focus  Feasibility of using body sensors as a means to measure stress level. 

Feasibility of using stress data as a means for reflective learning about 

work. 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

Learning about own stress level in various situations at work, to get more 

insight about own reactions, which may be a help to improve one‟s stress 

coping strategies. 

Other tools involved  

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

 There are boundary objects in the hospital organization that could be 

promising sources of existing data and information (e.g. the “curve” at 

the patient‟s bed ) to contextualize learning experiences e.g. by serving 

as a starting point for reflection. 

Developing effective coping strategies is part of gaining experience in the 

hospital setting.  
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Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

The general interest in the use of sensors for tracking work and activity 

and analysing it was high among participants. 

One participant was interested in the experiment to learn about activity 

and movement even though she was generally not so happy about 

experimenting with herself. 

Interest in examining the data from the work day is generally much 

higher when the days have been stressful.  

The data about stress level may surprise participants, e.g. they thought 

they had been calmer than they actually were in a situation. 

Some subjects want to compare themselves with others in the same 

situation, or compare the reactions of novice and experienced staff. 

The curves helped the subjects structure the day and remember the 

overview of the day. Remembering is however not the same as 

reflection. Some participants thought about their experiences and the 

reasons for why things happened, and some addressed stress in their 

work. 

The participants wanted to compare stress measures on different days. 

The participants accepted to use the sensor belt for the study, but saw 

room for improvement and would not like to wear it every day. It was 

described as inconvenient but wearable, and specific issues included 

itching and difficulties in making adjustments, and rashes that lead to the 

persons stopping using the equipment. The participants were more 

interested to use the equipment in stressful periods. 

The participants explained that the study had been conducted during a 

set of rather quiet days. 

Physical activity leads to increased heart rate and thereby makes it 

difficult to see potential stress-related reactions. Stressful events during 

inactivity cannot be recorded. Many interesting events are thus difficult to 

capture by using the heart rate, as the coupling of physical activity and 

physiological reaction is too close.  

The equipment is not able to collect data properly under high activity 

(E.g. when electrodes move on the skin, the ECG signal quality is 

degraded). 

Users that are presented with the sensor data in chronological order can 

recognize interesting events that it has been possible to record. The 

participants in the study thus preferred the interface that allowed 

inspection of details/identification of interesting events. At a high level of 

detail the sensor data can however be confusing and no longer 

informative.  

Cultural differences (nationality) seem to account for different emotional 

strain resulting from the confrontation with death of patients (especially 

for physicians). 

Some coping strategies, especially for nurses, consist of a clear 

separation between work and private life. This may lead to reluctance to 

reflection activity which could result in rumination (and reflection?) after 

work and thus negative emotional effects. 
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11.2 WP5 – Creative problem solving and reflective learning 

In WP5 design studies were undertaken in a care home setting in collaboration with RNHA.  

11.2.1 Design Study WP5/1: The Use of Creativity Techniques in Care Homes 

The study is described in D5.1 

Technology explored Not a computerized tool, but a process of facilitating creativity: A 2.5 

hours session led by one of the authors of D5.1. Different creativity 

techniques were used in a three-stage process to understand the 

situation, generate ideas and prepare for action. 

Location (test-bed) Care home (UK) 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

(RN2 Challenging Behaviour and RN4 Life History both illustrate that 

creative problem solving is important to the work of carers)   

User group(s) Carers 

Research focus  Explore the applicability of creativity techniques in care homes 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

Solve a case: a problem of challenging behaviour (a fictious resident who 

would not get out of bed) 

Other tools involved  

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

Research has shown that there is a potential for case-based problem 

solving in the care for dementia  

Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

The study showed that there is an interest and potential for the explicit 

use of creativity techniques in care homes 

 

11.2.2 Design study WP5/2: Mobile Software Apps for Reflective Observations in Care 

Homes 

The study is described in D5.1. 

Technology explored Handheld devices. Twitter (for micro-blogging), DictationApp. 

TweetDeck for getting an overview of tweets  

Location (test-bed) Care home (UK) 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

RN1: Simple Training 

RN2: Challenging Behaviour  

User group(s) Carers 

Research focus  Explore the potential to use handheld devices to support creativity and 
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reflective learning for carers in care homes 

Explore the use of social media to record reflective observations, 

considering e.g. the impact of message length restriction (assumed to 

encourage reflection) 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

Report/reflect on and share experiences in daily work (real time 

observations or reflections after the fact), in particular related to 

interaction with residents (cf. life history and challenging behaviour)  

Other tools involved  

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

  

 

Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

There is a potential to implement support for creativity and reflective 

learning through mobile devices, but it is necessary to change devices, 

software apps and work practices to make this effective. For instance, it 

is necessary to find a permanent means of carrying mobile devices 

during day care shifts. Possible solutions include arm straps, bum bags, 

and hanging the device around the neck.  

There is a potential to use software apps for micro-blogging from social 

media in the care home context. This allows the staff to adapt to an 

evolving understanding of each resident. However, the  effective  

documentation  of  reflective  observations  via  a  keyboard  assumes  

that  care  staff  have both  the  time  and  skill  to  type  their  

observations.  Given current work practices this will  not  always  be  the  

case. 

The presence of mobile devices reminded care staff to make notes about 

completed tasks, but the observations were more task oriented than 

reflective.  

Training and encouragement is needed to make the care staff focus 

more on reflection and become more skilled in the language of micro-

blogging.  

To improve the quality of the information recorded by the care staff, 

support could be provided, e.g. deciding what to record and develop 

software to assist the staff. Proposed solutions include pick-lists of tasks 

and moods, traffic lights indicating status, base codes or sensors to 

automatically record the resident room number and save space for 

characters 

The dictation software app will potentially be more useful when the staff 

has become more familiar to the software and the software was trained 

to the individual care staff. 

Real time observations made by carers was considered by a senior staff 

member to be beneficial, providing a better overview of the mental state 

of the residents. 

Functionality for grouping and reviewing observations by resident and 

topics (using Tweet Deck) is valuable to senior care staff to obtain the 

bigger picture and make decisions, e.g. about the need to conduct 

collaborative reflection. 
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Care staff expressed concerns over the privacy of 

observations/recording and also regarding the privacy of using an open 

tool like Twitter. 

11.2.3 Design study WP5/3: Software App to Support Creative Thinking in Care Homes 

The study is described in D5.1. 

Technology explored Prototype of an integrated software app based on existing software 

services, apps and mobile devices. The solution utilized similarity-based 

reasoning about problems solving in other domains  with  varying  

degrees of  similarity to  the  management of  challenging  behaviour  in  

residential care homes. The solution combines natural language 

processing and information retrieval techniques 

Location (test-bed) Care home (UK) 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

RN1: Simple Training 

RN2: Challenging Behaviour  

User group(s) Carers  

Research focus   

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

To improve the handling of situations of challenging behaviour, the 

solution supports creative thinking in situ based on the transfer and 

application of knowledge about previous similar episodes of challenging 

behaviour. 

Other tools involved  

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

Senior staff and staff working in specialized services have strategies to 

resolve problem situations, but these strategies are not easily accessible 

to less-experienced care staff. 

Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

For the Carer application to be able to support care staff in solving 

challenging behaviour problems creatively, it would need two key 

capabilities: To retrieve cases perceived as relevant by experienced care 

staff, and to support care staff during creative thinking to understand 

each retrieved case, map it to the current situation, then transfer the 

mapped good practices to the situation. The contextualization challenge 

in this case is about achieving good precision and recall. High recall 

means that the tool does not miss any relevant cases whereas high 

precision means that everything retrieved is relevant. In the study the 

Carer App scored on average 81% on recall and 58% on precision, 

showing that the App was capable of discovering relevant cases of good 

practice in dementia care.  

It is however a question whether a little over 50% is sufficient to cover 

the learning need.  

A one week trial in a care home indicated that while staff were 

enthusiastic during demonstration and practice sessions, there was little 

direct use of the app during the week. The data suggests that the 
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software app alone is not sufficient to achieve such a major change to 

care practices. 

11.3 WP6 – Collaborative knowledge construction 

11.3.1 Design study WP6/1: Pen and Paper Technology for Articulation 

Technology explored Digital pen and (special) paper 

Location (test-bed) RNHA and NBN 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

NB7 (Daily Reflection Activities) 

RN2 (Challenging Behaviour) 

User group(s) NBN: Physicians, nurses and therapists 

RNHA: Carers 

Research focus  WP6. The study focused on how to support articulation in collaborative 

reflection. The study was designed as an acceptance test. 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

The solution was intended to help staff make individual notes about their 

work, sharing them (if desired) for collaborative reflection. 

In the RNHA case, the paper forms were designed to support carers 

specifically in writing down stories about problems they had had with 

residents, as well as the solution they had taken to solve the problem. 

The stories could then be inserted into the database of stories accessible 

from the mobile devices.   

Other tools involved 

 

In the RNHA case, the digital pen and paper was used by carers in 

combination with the use of another MIRROR tool: a mobile device for 

accessing stories about challenging behaviour of residents.  

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

Both the test-beds are characterized by an extensive paper based 

workflow. Paper is a good technology in these test-beds as it is in many 

ways reliable, hygienic, inexpensive, and available. Also its use is 

intuitive and familiar and does not require training 

Furthermore, in both the test-beds there is currently a need for digital 

documentation to enable easier sharing of information. 

Drawbacks of paper include that it is fixed to one location, and the 

procedures needed for handling information on paper are complex and 

time consuming. Digital pen and paper technology addresses this 

problem by serving as an agent between paper based and digital 

representation, e.g. through recognition of handwriting facilitating the 

conversion from pictures of handwriting to digital text documents that can 

easily be exchanged and processed. 

Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

Generally the pens were perceived as useful by the users. There were 

some problems of handling the pen, connected to its shape/thickness, 

and in the NBN case related to the fact that the pen cannot write in 

colour (as colour coding is used in current documenting practices). The 

pens were used primarily in meetings to remember things, but not during 

ordinary shifts. Next versions of the solution should enable writing of 
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notes (articulation of topics) besides the forms, and make sharing 

simpler. 

11.4 WP7 -  Creative learning with games 

11.4.1 Design study WP7/1: CLinIC Serious Game 

Technology explored Serious game 

Location (test-bed) NBN (+ workshop at the LUDUS conference) 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

NB5 (Complex Dialogue Nurse/patient) 

 

User group(s) NBN: Nurses 

Research focus  WP7. The study focused on how to foster adult motivation to learn and 

reflect through serious games. 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

The serious game is designed to help nurses cope with difficult dialogues 

with patients and relatives.  

Other tools involved 

 

 

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

At NBN, it is necessary for nurses to be able to deal with complex 

situations, e.g. difficult conversations with patients and relatives. 

Reflecting on their work and sharing experiences with peers is an 

important part of this, and a serious game would enable also 

experimenting with different approaches. 

Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

Results from a follow-up workshop indicate that the CLinIC game has 

potential to trigger and support collaborative reflection, and that 

appropriate structuring/representations (e.g. printouts of scenes from the 

game to which articulation of solutions and experience are pinned) can 

help link gaming and real life experience. 

Users motivation as well as „flow‟ experience is likely to be improved if  

the element of entertainment/fun becomes stronger in the game. 

11.4.2 Design study WP7/2: Think Better Care Serious Game 

Technology explored Serious game 

Location (test-bed) Workshop at the LUDUS conference. Demonstrated in  a number of care 

homes and tried out by a number of care staff. 

Storyboard(s) with 

similar solutions 

RN5 (Serious Games) 

User group(s)  

Research focus  WP7. The study focused on how to foster adult motivation to learn and 
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reflect through serious games. 

Specific user 

needs/tasks supported 

The serious game is designed to help carers cope with difficult dialogues 

with residents. 

Other tools involved 

 

 

Characteristics of the 

setting indicating a 

potential for the 

technology to be useful 

 

Key findings of 

relevance to the 

MIRROR requirements 

Users motivation as well as „flow‟ experience is likely to be improved if  

the element of entertainment/fun becomes stronger in the game. 

The attitude of care home administrations towards serious games tends 

to be positive. 

11.5 WP4 - Individual reflection at work 

In WP4 focus groups have been used as direct input to the design and development of 

reflection Apps. This has been reported in D4.1. This is not directly design studies, so in this 

section we outline insights without using the tabular format of the other sections. 

Analysing data collected through user studies from Infoman, NBN and RNHA no existing 

software tools were found that directly support reflection at work. 

A rich variety of data and data sets with a potential to be used in reflection were found in all 

of the three test-beds. 

In all three test-beds there were IT tools supporting work in all of the following categories: 

Tools keeping customer (client, patient) information, tools for knowledge sharing with 

colleagues, tools keeping personal/individual information 

In the three test-beds there were existing reflective practices, but it varied a bit what types of 

practices that were found (types: scheduled/unscheduled (collaborative) and individual). 

At Infoman, user study participants were concerned about how data would get into the 

MIRROR reflection App without making it necessary to insert the same information into 

multiple systems, their Microsoft CRM tool already containing a lot of information relevant for 

staff.  Participants feared that having several systems rather than one „main‟ system makes it 

difficult to keep the information up to date. 

At NBN, physicians have a strong belief in learning by doing in processes where manual 

competences are required, and think of simulation or repetition of such processes as useful 

for training. Regular repetition of work processes is also considered useful. Use of video of 

own work was considered interesting (the physicians already watched relevant youtube-

videos), and a combination of video and checkpoint questions was suggested. Nurses could 

imagine that photos with relevant information (time, persons,..) could serve as triggers for 

reflection. Therapists regarded video as more useful than photos.  

Physicians and nurses feared a fixed video recording system could lead to the feeling of 

being monitored. Everyone fears that taking photos or videos of patients would be very time 

consuming. It would also be almost impossible to get consent. 
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Physicians and nurses had different attitudes towards measuring physiological data, as 

doctors are not „allowed‟ to let stress or tiredness interfere with work, whereas nurses 

focused on how they could learn about how stress influences their bodies, in the spirit of 

“practice what you preach” vs. the stroke patients whom they advised on how to live a well-

balanced life.  

Physicians are of the opinion that mood is not allowed to influence how they treat patients 

and therefore think it is not useful to reflect on it. Nurses could imagine that reflections on 

their own mood would help them detect triggers for their own bad mood. General among all 

participants was a scepticism about mood as trigger for reflection: people know their own 

mood anyway. 

Learning by reflection only makes sense if the learner has the capability to act upon the 

insights. When target users at NBN indicate that they do not feel able to act upon the 

knowledge that tier work causes them stress/distress/insomnia, providing support for 

reflection on these things might not make sense. 

A strategic approach to learning (and support for it) was interesting to the doctors but not to 

the nurses and therapists. 

There is no Internet access available at the stroke unit (although a WLAN project is in 

progress). There is only one PC for 5 nurses. 

The reliability of the technical devices at the stroke unit should be guaranteed. 

Physicians, therapists and nurses at NBN stated that tools at NBN, which support reflection 

during work, have to encompass the following characteristics: 

 Help to find optimal solutions by providing relevant literature 

 Provide the possibility to reflect alone or within a team 

 Remember nurses about positive situations and events 

 Avoid negative stress 

The hospital staff had many ideas for tools. 

WP4 presents some findings across all their studies: 

For all participants in the user studies, time is critical. 

At NBN it was found that reflection apps should give an immediate and clear benefit to the 

target users. 

In all three test-beds studied (NBN, Infoman, and RNHA) there is a wish for tools that (i) 

support information collection, with a focus on capturing more data and integrating more data 

sources than current IT does and (ii) that provide data analytics functionality <support for 

(data collection, data aggregation)> 

It is strongly needed to “consider tools that support the work process more broadly since tool 

use in day-to-day work and reflection may be closely intertwined an one may impact on the 

other”. This will make it possible to “insert reflection” unobtrusively into everyday work tools, 

and maybe also sneak in reflective practices where so far none existed. 

Analysis of the empirical data showed that the most important content of reflection (see D1.4 

7.2.4)  is domain specific knowledge and self-organization capabilities as well as 

communication with clients, patients or residents, e.g. not general intra- and 

interpersonal skills This is based on the strong focus on clients/patients in the cases. WP4 
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concludes that reflection Apps that are test-bed- and hence domain-specific, be implemented 

first, giving possibilities to investigate closely what target users need and actually use at 

work. 
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12  Appendix G: Test-bed posters from the 1
st

 

MIRROR Review 

12.1 The BT poster 
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12.2 The Infoman poster 
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12.3 The NBN poster 
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12.4 The Regola posters 
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12.5 The RNHA poster 
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